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:ACQUISITIONS 
INTRODUCTION 

1. ~le subject of the deinstitutionalization of corrections and its implications 
for the residual prisoner assumes a profound sir,nificance,in the light of the 
world-wide controversy concerning the role and functions of the prison as an 
instrument of social control. ~fhile th~ First United Nations Congress on the 
Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, 'Thich adopted the Standard 
MinimllIll Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners, 1/ constituted a landmark in the 
process of penal reform, the deliberations of the Fifth Conr,ress brought to the 
fore the global search for effective alternatives to imprisonment, at least in 
dealing with those offenders who do not endan~er the peace and security of 
society. 2/ 

2. There is no doubt that, in the wake of rapid industrialization, urbanization 
and technological chanr;es resulting in the breakdmTn of social institutions, 
such as the family, the clan and the community, the prison appears to have been 
subjected to excessive use in most of the developed and developin~ countries. 
The problems of rising crime, overcrowdine in penal institutions and the seeming 
inability of criminal justice systems to cope effectively with the new patterns 
and dimensions of criminality have further accentuated the controversy re~arding 
the use of imprisonment. Besides the traditional arguments rer.:arding the 
inherent contradictions in the custodial and rehabilitative functions of the 
prison, other factors such as the dehumanizing aspect of incarceration, the 
debilitatin~ impact of total institutionalization on the human personality, the 
increasing awareness that imprisonment is unlikely to improve the offender's 
chances of livin~ a law-abidinp, life and the failure of penal institutions to 
red'J.ce crime have C;i ven a new impetus to the movement tmrards the treatment of 
offenders outside prisons or without prisons. 

3. Genere.l thinldne; on this question is, however, not free from an element of 
ambivalence: while non-institutional forms of tree.tment are being w'idely 
recommended, the sanction of seprec;ation from the community is still considered 
to be the strongest deterrent, both to individual offenders and to society at 
large, and imprisonment still appears to be necessary where the risk of repetition 
of a dangerous offence appears high. Moreover, in many countries of the world, 
there is also a tendency towards more severe sanctions in terms of long-term 
prison sentences for certain crimes, such as drug-related offences, the rationale 
of which is not necessarily valid, whether based on scientific or humanitarian 
grounds. 

4. The above considerations make it clear that the question of the 
deinstitutionalization of corrections must be analysed in the broader context of 

1/ First United Nations Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment 
of Offenders (United Nations pubiication, Sales No. 56, IV.4), annex I /11./. 

2/ See Fifth United Nations Congr~ss on the Prevention of Crime and the 
Treatment of Offenders (United Nations publications, Sales No. E.76, IV.2 and 
Corr.l), chap. II, para. 268. 

/ ... 
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society's response to crime and in relation to the constraints under which the 
criminal justice system as a whole operates. Crime as a social phenomenon 
continues to baffle and challenge human kind, as it has for so long~ Indeed~ 
in view of the rising crime rates in many parts of the world, the preoccupatJ.on 
with imprisonment is growing. Despite rapid advance in the social sc.iences, 
crime as a form of human behaviour still remains a subject of conceptual arguments 
ancl abstractions. In the absence of any \oJ·holly valid theory of crime causation, 
the development of appropriate methods for the treatment of offenders remains a 
matter of theoretical pursuit. Furthermore, there is an increasing scrutiny of 
the functioning of the criminal justice system in terms of its fairness and 
equity. 3/ Is there, in fact, any criminal justice system which can completely 
absolve itself of the charge of having operated less fairly with reeard to the 
poor, the weak and the meek? Faced with such an intricate problem, denunciations 
of the prison and calls for its total abolition 1-TOuld inevitablY make it an easy 
scapeBoat for the failure of the criminal justice system itself, and thus, of 
society as a whole, to deal effectively and humanely with the various forms and 
manifestations of criminality. Indeed, in the face of the apparent failure of 
the institutional approach to treatment, a re-examination is surely needed. 

5. The difficulty of visualizing the dismantline of prisons. has been recognized 
by all the regional preparatory meetings. The Asia and Pacific Meeting suggested 
that the topic should be discussed in a broad context, taking into account the 
aims and functions of imprisonment within the full range of available policy 
options, consonant with the socic;-ler-:al and cultural traditions of any particular 
country, as well as the contemporary textures of leeal reform. ~ The African 
Meeting reported signifi cantly that, while a number of countries in that region, 
upon achieving independence, decided to abolish that form of punishment, no 
nation had wholly succeeded in doin~ so. 5/ The Latin American Meetinr" while 
agreeing on the need for enlifShtened reforms, with an increased emphasis on 
deinstitutionalization, pointed out a number of obstacles, including economic 
factors, cultural traditions and lack of empirical evidence for or against the 
prison's efficacy. §../ In the European Meeting, there Ivas a consensus that 
imprisonment should be used only as a last resort under a policy which would 
"prosecute and imprison only when there is a compelline reason to do so II, but there 
was also agreement that the abolition of imprisonment was not to be expected in 
the near future. 1/ 

3/ See "Methods and "',rays likely to be most effective on preventin{" crime and 
impro"-ring the treatment of offenders" (E/CN.5/536), annex IV, para. 47, and "Human 
riE~ts in the administration of justice: note by the Secretary-General" 
(E/AC.57/24 and Add.l). 

41 Report of the Asia and Pacific Rer,ional Preparatory 11eeting 
(A/CONF.87/BP/2), para. 41. 

2/ Report of the African Regional Preparatory Meetinp, (A/CONF.87/BP/4), 
para. 37. 

61 Report of the Latin American Regional Preparatory Meeting (A/CONF.87/BP/3), 
paras:- 37-38. 

7/ Report of the European Regional PreparatorY Meetinr; (A/cm.rF. fl7/BP /1) , 
paras:- 1~9-50. 
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6. Strong definitional and conceptual problems were also raised during all the 
regional pre})aratory meetings regardine; the term "residual prisoner ll

: the use 
of this term, in fact, implies that a specific policy aimed at reducing the 
prison population has been adopted and fully implemented to a point where no 
more prisoner~ can be released from penal institutions and the number of those 
sentenced to imprisonment cannot be lowered any further. Since this is not the 
case, at least in most countries, the term "residual prisoners" has generally 
been equated with "long-term prisoners" and emphasis placed on the fact that this 
is not a homogeneous category, except in respect of its long-term status. 

7. In view of these constraints and limitations, both theoretical and practical, 
deinstitutionalization and the special concern for the residual prisoner should 
be seen as part or, rather, as the natural outcome, of the broader process of 
penal reform and humanization in corrections. In this perspective, the present 
working paper will first attempt to make an assessment of current trends in 
penal policies and practices; it will then consider the available alternatives 
to imprisonment and will conclude by examining the problems posed by the 
residual prisoner. 

8. Continuing in the tradition of previous Congresses, 8/ the working paper is 
supplemented by two additional ivorking papers. The working paper on the 
implementation of the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners (A/CO~W.87/11) summarizes the results of the third quinquennial inquiry 
on the implementation of the Standarcl Minimum Rules for the Treatment of 
Prisoners, in pursuance of Economic and Social Council resolution 663 C (XXIV) 
of 31 July 1957. The other working paper, entitled "Principles on Linking the 
Rehabili tation of Offenders to Related Social Services" as finalized by the 
Interregional Meeting of Experts on this topic, held at Cambridge, England, in 
December 1978, is presented to the Congress in accordance with the recommendations 
of the Committee on Crime Prevention and Control. 2/ 

I. TRENDS IN PENAL POLICIES AND PRACTICES 

A. The challenges to corrections 

9. During the last five years, fundamental questions have been raised allover 
the world, nationally and internationally, about the role of corrections in the 
criminal justice process, the relative balance of punishment and treatment as 
correctional objectives and the effectiveness of many current correctional 

8/ See "The Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners in the 
light-of recent developments in the correctional field, working paper prepared by 
the Secr~tariat" (A/CONF .43/3), annex; and "The treatment of offenders, in custody 
or in the community, with special reference to the implementation of the Standard 
Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners adopted by the United Nations, 
working paper prepared by the Secretariat" (A/cONF.56/6), annex 1. 

2/ See E/CN.5/558, para. 84 (h). 
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pro~r8.mmes and practices. Moreover, basic philosophical assumptions about the 
function of imprisonment in a system of crime control have been re-exarrined, and 
new directions and policies have been explored and applied: history has shown 
that "society" s efforts to deal with offenders have been at worst inhumane, at 
best inefficient, usually ineffective, and at all times confused". 10/ 

10. In this perspective, the basic aims and purposes of the penal system have 
been reassessed; 11/ the rationale and consequences of the "treatment 11 ideolor-Y, 
and of the use of~he medical model in corrections, have been evaluated; 12/ 
and the sentencinf process severely scrutinized with a view to increasing its 
justice and fairness and to lesseninp, unwarranted disparities. 13/ 

11. 1-lhile the rising level of expectations among underprivilep.;ed members of 
society has produced intensive pressure for the iraprovement of conditions in penal 
institutions, the emphasis being placed on the importance of the human rights of 
prisoners has contributed to brinp.;ing corrections to the forefront of public 
debate. 

12. The report of the Secretary-General on the implementation of the conclusions 
of the Fifth Congress not only confirms the recent ferment of ideas and approaches 
but also shows that, as a result, at least one-half of the responding countries 
have introduced important and innovative legislative ~hanf;es, with the purpose 
of humanizing the correctional process. 14/ In most of these cases, the new 
legislation has dealt with alternatives to imprisonment. Fines based on the 
income and assets of the offender constitute in various countries 90 per cent 
and more of all sentences passed by courts. Restitution and victim compensation 
schemes are being used in an increasing number of countries. Probation, suspended 
sentences, community service orders and other alternatives are contributing to 
reduce imprisonment, especiallY of first offenders. In Romania, for example, 
after the enactment of a new law in 1977 according to which w"Ork penalties 
1rithout deprivation of liberty can be substituted for penalties involving less 
than five years' imprisonment, the proportion of offenders sentenced to 
imprisonment dropped from 66 per cent in 1976 to 29.11- per cent in 1979. In 

10/ D. Gottfredson, "Sentencing trends in the United States: implications for 
clinical criminolof,Y", Rassegna di Criminologia, vol. X, No.1 (1979), p. 151. 

11/ The National Sw"edish Council for Crime Prevention, A New Penal System, 
repor~No. 5, Stockholm, 1970, and E. Baclauan et al., Finnish Criminal Policy in 
Transition (Helsinki, Department of Criminal Law, University of Helsinki, 1979). 

12/ D. Lipton, R. Martinson and J. Uilks, The Effectiveness of Correctional 
Treatment (New York, Praeger, 1975); and J. Wilson, Thinking About Crime (New York, 
Basic Books, 1975). 

13/ A. von Hirsch, Doing Justice (New York, Hill and lorang, 1976); and 
A. Dershowitz, Fair and Certain Punishment (New York, McGraw Hill, 1976). 

14/ "The implementation of the conclusions of the Fifth United Nations 
Congress on the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, report of the 
Secretary-General" (A/35/289). 

/ ... 
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Austria, the percentage of prison sentences decreased from 40 per cent in 1971 
to 23 per cent of all nentences in 1977. In Japan, the proportion of prison 
sentences as against non-institutional sentences was 509 per cent and 97.1 per cent, 
respectively in 1977, where as in England, a report of the Advisory Council on 
Penal Reform, completed in 1977, had led to a trend towards the reduction of the 
length of prison sentences in favour of medium-term and short-term sentences, on 
the evidence that such an approach w0uld have no adverse effects on the deterrent 
value of imprisonment. A similar approach was followed in Sweden and Finland, 
where the expert Corrmnttee on Penal Reform had accepted that the stronger the 
measures society di.rects q,gainst the offender, the greater the probability that 
the offender would later become a recidivist. 1-lhile in several countries the 
number of offenders treated in the community is twice the number of those who 
are in prison, there are also countries in which this ratio ranges from three or 
four to one. For those who are imprisoned, finally, increasing use is made of 
furloughs and release so as to lessen the isolation of the prisoner fronl 
community life. 

13. In the light of the experience, it is extraordinary t.hat so many countries 
have carried out significant reforms in a limited period of time, since corrections 
is traditionally one of the institutions most refractory to innovation. Those 
changes have focused mainly on narrowing the field of application of the criminal 
law; view"ine: offenders not as passive recipients of treatment, but rather as 
people with rights, duties and responsibilities and on using imprisonment as a 

, , t t' f "1 t til way of deallng wlth offenders only as the most ex reme sanc lon 0 as resor , 
"Thile expanding 8,1 ternati ve community treatment methods or creating new 
non-institutional meaEmres. 

14. For the purpose of this discussion, the interplay of the last two changes 
as well as their feedback effects are of particular relevance. 15/ In fact, the 
cut-off point betvTeen institutional treatment and alternative measures varies 
greatly from country to country, in accordance 1vith the socio-cultural and 
le~al setting, the level of public tolerance and awareness, the availability of 
human and material resources and the range of the use of the criminal law to 
cope with the problems of deviance and criminality. The crucial question, in 
this regard, is that; of assessing "howu these changes are being implemented in 
practice, so as to evaluate the effects produced and maximize the impact of new 
measures. But for any kind of such assessment, compal'ati ve figures are required 
on the current use of imprisonment and detention, as well as other information 
such as the duration of sentences, recidi visll rates, distribution by sex, age and 
other characteristics, vis-a-vis other alternative penal measures. Such data, 

15/ P. Graboski, "The comparative study of penal severity: some methodological 
considerations", International Annals of Criminology, vol. 17, 1978; J. Jasinski, 
"The punitiveness of the criminal justice system. A cross national perspective", 
The Polish Sociolop;ical Bulletin, No.1, 1976; and N. Christie, "Utili ty ancl social 
values in decisions on punishment", in Ro Hood, ed., Crime, Criminology and Public 
Policy (New York, Free Press, 1976). 
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however, are difficult to obtain, 16/ despite the well-recognized need for them 
and their enormous usefulness for the study of global trends and the international 
exchange of information. 17/ 

B. Current practice 

15. The quantitative data provided by Member States to the United Nations, as 
part of the inquiry on the implementation of the Standard Minimum Rules, prevent 
any detailed analysis in that they are not comprehensive enough and, as such, 
they may not necessarily be representative. 18/ However, they do seem to 
indicate, when matched with secondary evidence available from current 
criminological literature, that the growing reliance on alternatives to 
imprisonment in many countries is, nevertheless, still accompanied by a wide use 
of imprisonment. They also seem to confirm that the scope of the use of 
deprivation of liberty as a way of controllin~ crime is strikingly different even 
within very homogeneous groups of countries with a similar cultural heritage and 
socio-political system, such as the Scandinavian countries 19/ or some of the 
Eastern European socialist countries. 20/ --

16. This last consideration can be illustrated by the following comparisons: in 
1979, one country with 730,000 inhabitants had the same prison population as 
another one from a completely different region, with almost 10 million inhabitants. 
This implies that in one country there were, at a particular time, about 63 persons 
deprived of freedom in a population of 100,000 while in the other, there were 850. 
Within the same region, it can be observed, for example, that two countries 
have the same imprisonment rate (for example, about 2,000 inmates in a given 
period), while the general population of one l~ more than 2 million and in the 
other one does not even reach 200,000. This implies that the imprisonment rate 
is less than 100 per 1,000,000 popUlation in one place as af,ainst 1,000 in the 
other. ~/ Furthermore, it substantiates what was noted at the European Regional 

16/ A first international survey on prison population, although incomplete, 
was presented at the Fifth Congress (A/CONF.56/6, annex II). For the preparation 
of this working paper , it was planned to include the results of a second survey. 
However, only a limited number of countries replied to the inquiry on the 
implementation of the Standard Minimum Rules, and a proportion of them did not 
provide any data. 

17/ See the report of the European Regional Preparatory Meeting 
(A/CONF.87/BP/l), para. 61. 

}8/ For more details, see A/CONF.87/11, foot-note 10. 

19/ 1. Anttila, "Corrections in Finland", in International Corrections by 
R. Hicks and H. Cooper (Lexington, Lexington Books, 19(9). 

20/ J. Jasinski, "Deinstitutionalization of corrections and its implications 
for the residual prif:loners: some problems and dilemmas" , consultant paper 
prepared for the Secr6tariat, 1979. 

21/ United Nations Latin American Regional Institute for the Prevention of 
Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, "Analisis Comparativo de las Estadisticas 
Criminales Latino-Americanas y del Caribe", Ban Jose, Costa Rica, 1980. 
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Meeting, that is, that in some countries "the prison populatioh was 10 times 
greater, in proportion to the population ~\ than in others II. 22/ And, wi thin the 
same federal country, the imprisonment rate of one State in1977 was 12 times 
smaller than that of another one (that is, 27 offenders comnntted to prison 
per 100, 000 population as against 334). 231 

17. These figures would become even more div'r!rgent if calculated against the 
age groups within the population which tend tb produce the highest crime level, or 
if computed on the basis of conviction rates '(that is, the total number of 
offenders committed to prison in a given year) rather than 'the average daily 
prison population. Moreover, the fact that a country has more persons in 
prison does not necessarily mean that it has a greater incidence of crime and 
more criminals. Results of victimization ~tudies and of cross-cultural research 
on the relationship between levels of recorded. criminality and imprisonment 
rates seem to provide a negative answer. 24/ Therefore, it is the criminal 
1?01icy and the punitiveness of the criminaI justice system which should be 
considered, together with the basic principles of the administration. of justice. 

18. The prison still continues to be widely used, in spite of the increasing 
reliance on alternative measures. From the figures received, it seems that in some 
countries, during the years 1975-1979, there has been a parallel increase in 
both the numbers of offenders sentenced to imprisonment and of those in community 
programmes.' In another group of countries, however, the prison population has 
remained stable, but there has been an increase in the number of offenders under 
alternative measures. With the exception of one country in which there was a 
slight dclcrease in the prison population, deinstitutionalization programmes have 
not had the effect of reducing the number of prisoners. 

19. Female prisoners are, in general, a small proportion of the total, as are 
juveniles. The number of offenders in mental hospitals is decreasing, while 
there is in general, an increase in the number of persons in drug-treatment 
centres, who, in some countries, are treated outside the criminal justice system. 

22/ See the report of the Eastern European. Regional Preparatory Meeting 
(A/CONF.87 /BP/l), para. 60. . . 

23/ United States Department of Justice, National Prisoners Statistical 
Bulletin, SB-NPS-PSF-4. 

241 See United States Department of Justice, Sourcebook of Criminal Justice 
Statistics, 1978 (l<Tashington, D.C., 1979), p. 364; H. Brennen, "Effects of the 
economY on criminal behaviour and the adIDinistration of criminal justice in the 
United States, Canada, England and Wales and Scotland", in United Nations 
Social Defence Research Institute, Economic Crisis and Crime, pUblication No~ 15, 
Rome, May 1976; A. Blumstein and J. Cohen, "A theory of the stability of 
punishment", Journal of Criminal Law and Criminolor,y, vol. 64 ~ No. 2 (1977); 
and D. Greenberg and S. Redo, "Penal sanctions in Poland: a test of alternative 
models", to be published in American Sociological Review, 1980. 
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The number of prisoners who are not citizens of the country of imprisonment is also increasing. 25/ 

20. The number of people in detention awaiting trial represents a considerable 
proportion of the prison population and varies greatly among countries, from a 
maximum of 70 per cent in some to a minimum of 5 per cent in others. The average 
length of time pendin~ trial ranges from 10 days in one country to about one year 
in others: in the latter cases, it means that for some offenders, it may take years 
before they are sentenced. In certain of these countries, the length of time spent 
in detention awaitinR trial may be longer than the sentence imposed. 

21. The average len,gth of imprisonment varies from 56 days in one COU,.l'ltry to four 
years in others. As far as its breakdown in relationship to the prison population 
is concerned, there are countries- in which more than half of the offenders are 
imprisoned for less than six months (that is, Bahrain 81 per cent, Italy 
55 per cent, Netherlands 89 per cent, Norway 76 per cent, Sri Lanka 73 per cent and 
Sweden 74 per cent) and, as an everage, no more than 70 per cent of the prisoners 
are sentenced for more than two years. However, there is greater variation in the 
number of offenders serving longer sentences, that is, more than five years: while 
in some countries, it is not even 1 per cent (Bahrain, Netherlands, Norway, 
Sri Lanka and Sweden), in several, it is belo'\-, 10 per cent (Bot S1'n;ma , the Federal 
Republic of Germany, Italy, Japan, Saudi Arabia and Singapore), but in others 
relatively high, that is, more than 20 per cent (Argentina, Chile, France, Greece and Egypt). 

C. Towards a global approac l1. 

22. Although the data received do not allow any more detailed analysis, there are 
some broad policy implications which can be drawn from the interpretation of those figures: 

(a) In view of the fact that the process of stigmatization and 
marginalization starts at the very earliest stage of the criminal process, all 
efforts should be made to reduce the number of detainees to the barest possible 
minimum. 26/ There are countries where the proportion of these detainees is less 
than 10 per cent and the time needed ~o start trial relatively short. This mean~ 
that these countries have found ways and means of reaching this goal. 

25/ This problem is particularly acute in a number of countries where efforts 
are being made to strengthen international co-operation. See, in this regard, the 
working paper on agenda item 7 (A/CONF.87/8). 

26/ The Fifth Congress recommended that the majority of persons under detention 
a1.,aiting trial "should not be held in custody and that maximum use should be made of 
existing legal and administrative procedures to ensure that the penalty of 
confinement would be applied only to those persons whose offences were of a grave 
nature or whose detention in custody was necessitated by reasons of national 
security or the protection of the community 'or to ensure appearance on trial" 
(A/CONF.56/l0, para. 274). 
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(b) The large proportion of prisoners serving sentences,of.les~ than six 
months is an indication that deinstitutionalization is still 1n :ts 1~fancy and 

b d If it is true that there is a ~'elat10nshl.p between that much more can e one. f' risonment there is no doubt 
the seriousness of the offence and the length 0 ~p. . 'hould be directed 

ul t' t ards which alternatl.ve programmes s ~ 
that the ~arget ~o~ ,a l.on ow. . 1 that constituted by short-term prisoners, 
a~hv lecoa~idl.~et~;e~~~~1:;s~i;g~~ ~~em~~~;nity rather th~n,in prison: This ,means 
w 0 d d b provl.dl.ng and uSl.ng varl.OUS that short-term impris~nment ShOU~d be ~:c;c:houid be implemented tak1ng into 
alternatives. ,27/ ~b:l.ously, suc a P~n~ries community programmes are used 
acco~nt that l.n a ll.ml.ted.number Oft c~. , ~ild and that imprisonment of six extensively and the severl.ty of sanc l.ons l.S , 
months is already regarded as a severe form of punl.shment. 

(c) Even with the use o~ commun~~YaP~~~r:m:~b:; ~~ ~;i:~~:~!V~nt~any 
incarceration, ~here would :tl.ll :em~~ f ~r or more years in penal confinement. 
countries who Wl.ll be spendl.ng two: r~e'th~t the length of imprisonment is 
Cross-cultural research strongly sugges S t' 'sonment may actually 
unrelated to ~e:idivism; :ur~h:~mO~et t~~~c~~~~-a~~:u~~~~~ in the community after 
impair the abl.ll.ty of an l.ndl.v2 ua ~h every effort should be made to return 
his release, 28/ For these rea.sons, en" 'bl t'me 
the prisoners~o the community at the earll.est POSSl. e l. • 

,. t relevance not only in order to maximize 23, The above co~sl.d:rat:ons ~re ~f gr~~ also to humanize the correctional 
the process of del.nstl.tutl.O~all.~at:onbb d on th~ principles of efficiency and 
process further, Their ratl.ona et~s as~ for re~ognizing basic human dignity. effectiveness and~ above all, on e nee 

. uire a global approach in which 24. Their policy implicatl.on:, h~weve~ii~~~s iay a crucial part. By 
decriminalizat~on ~nd depen~l~Zail.o~ iative pr~cess that renders lawful certain 
decriminalizatl.on l.s,m~ant t e ,e~l.sl law while depenalization implies a 
acts previously prohl.bl.te~ by cr~m:na , '~al offences are converted into matters 
legislative process by Whl.ch,Ce~Cal.n ~;~~vil agencies; thus eliminating or 
to be dealt with adm~n~stratl.vetY.o~ t in the criminal law and easing the reducing the stigmatl.Z1ng effec l.n eren 
burden of the criminal courts". 29/ 

ended by the Second Congress, where 
27/ This had already be~n recommth enactment of legislative measures 

. ·t d to ensure e " ff ttl Governments were l.nV1 e -- , { h t-term imprisonment} l.nto e ec necessary to carry the r~ommendatl.ons on s or 
(A/CONF.17/20, annex I /4/). 

d from Prison (Toronto, University of Toronto 28/ I. Waller, £:!M~e~n~R~el~ea~~se:::.::::..-=..::.=::-.;;~ __ 

Press-;-1974), , t' crime and 
l'k'l to be most effective 1n pI' even l.ng 

29/ \lMethods and ways l. e y "(E/CN 5/536) annex IV, para. 14. See also 
improving the treatment of offender~ S " 1 The Decriminalization (Milano, 

d' P nzione e Dl.fesa OCl.a e, , , ", Centro Nazionale l. reve d 'm'nalization and depena11zatl.on 1n 
1975); Y. Suzuki, "Some thoughts ~n t:~r~el.for the Prevention of Crime and the 
United Nations Asia and Far East M:~e~i~l Series No. 14, Fuch, March 1978, and 
Treatment of Offenders, ~esource R t on Decriminalization (Strasboure, 

. t Crme Problems epor , • I' "" European COIDml.t ee °ln979 ), and L. Rod;iguez Manzanera, "La Decr1m1na l.zacl.O~ , 
Council of Europe, '., 'N 6 1978. 
Quadernos Panamenos de Crl.ml.nologl.a, o. , 

/ ... 
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25. Moreover, the different sectors of the criminal justice system should have 
more coherent and clearly articulated goals which, at the end~ would provide for 
a more unified approach to criminal justice operations. 

26. Corrections, in fact, is only one sector (or subsystem) of the Criminal 
Justice System and cannot be dealt with in isolation. Changes in the operation 
and policies of anyone sector (for example, police ~ courts) affect the others:, 
with continuous feedback effects among all of them. Furthermore, from a budgetary 
point of view, in terms of both money and personnel~ the different subsystems 
compete, to some extent, for limited resources; and, in turn, the criminal justice 
system as a whole competes for resource with other systems, such as those for the 
delivery of health, education and other services. In such a systems approach, 
those offenders received by the correctional administration are the subsystem's 
input~ those sentenced to institutional or community treatment - the correctional 
population; and those discharged constitute the subsystem's output~ some portion 
of which may return to the subsystem as its input in the future, that is, the 
recidivist. Using this appraoch, it is evident that the main decisions affecting 
both the input and the output of the correctional subsystem are determined by the 
other subsystems. Effective flow of information, integration and co-ordination 
among all of them are therefore essential, so that eains in effectiveness in one 
sector are not offset by a decrease in effectiveness elsewhere. 30/ 

27. As recommended by the Committee on Crime Prevention and Control, 31/ the 
establishment of a planning and co-ordinating body. with the participation of 
representatives of the different subsystems and of outside experts in the field 
of criminal justice, both at the national and at the local level where members of 
the community should be involved, would be of particular value in order to assess 
priorities and needs, improve resource allocation and monitor and evaluate current 
programmes. 

28. In this context, clear sentencing principles could be established which would 
be beneficial not only to the courts but also to the public at large in order to 
discard the impression that imprisonment is the standard punishment and that other 
penalties are exceptions. As an example, the following principles were recommended 
by the Royal Commission of the Department of Corrective Services of New South Wales 
in Australia: 32/ 

(a) A person is sent to prison as punishment and not for punishment. The 
punishment is fundamentally the loss of that person's liberty. 

30/ See) in this regard, A Policy Approach to Planning in Social Defence 
(United Nations publication, Sales Nb. E.72.IV.9). 

31/ See "Methods and ways likely to be most effectiVe in preventing crime 
and improving the treatment of offenders II (E/CN.5/536), paras. 34-35. 

32/ See The Report of Royal Commission into New South Wales Prisons 
(NEWSouth '(-Tales, Government Printer, April 19(8). 
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(b) vlhile in prisoH, the inmate should lose only his liberty ~nd such rights 
as expressly or by necessary implication result from that loss of 11berty. 

(c) Those who are imprisoned should be incarcerated for,as short a time 
as possible. If alternatives to imprisonment (such as ~ro~at10n or parole) are 
inappropriate at first, they should be used as soon as 1t 1S reasonably safe. 

(d) Those who are in prison should be housed in the lowest appropriate 

s~curity. 

, should be 1'ncarcerated in prisons and then only when (e) As few as poss1ble 
all appropriate alternatives have been exhausted. 

And the law Reform Comm~ssion of Canada 33/ recommended that: Ii Imprisonment 
is an exceptibnal sanction' which should be used only: 

(iii) 

ff d ho are a serious threat To protect society by separating 0 en ers lol' 
to the lives and personal security of members of the community, or 

. that soc;et,r considers to be highly reprehensible To denounce behav10ur ~ J 

. t ser;ous v;olation of basic values, or and which const1tu es a .L. ... 

t' II 
To coerce offenders who willfully refused to submit to other sanc 10ns . 

. h d' ed this topic at Cambridge~ The Interregional Meeting of Experts, wh1c 1SCUSS , 
England, in December 1978, agreed that ilsmooth progress towards 
deinstitutionalization could be based on: 

of the l east restrictive sanction; the principle 

of differentiated sanctions based on the gravity of the . 
the principle . . circumstances surrounding the offender; 
offence and on the soc~0-econom1c 
and 

cons;~tency, fairness, and equity at all stages of the the principles of .L._ 

II penal process • 

29 The attitudes of the criminal justice per:onnel a~e very. imlP~~t::i!~zing 
. . ' . ment and the1r role 1S crUC1a " 

evolving alternat1ves to,1mpr1so~. ' . t in the priorities and objectives of 
their impact. 34/ Conf11ct some 1~e: eX1:u:tice s stem even when they were 
the different components of the cr1m1n:ld~ree to ;hiCh'policies of diversion and 
directed towardS a common purpose. Th d .~ influenced to a large extent by the 
other alternative devices can be pursue 1 

33/ Law R~form Commission of Canada, Qispositions~Sentences in the 

Cr~minal Process (ottawa, 19(6). . 
. R' 1 Institute for the PreYent10n of 

34/ United Nations Latin Amer~can. eg10nad Tratamiento Y ca~acitaci6n 
C

· -- d the Treatment of Offenders §S~1~S]t~e~m~a~s~~e.~~~~~~~,~~~~~~~-
r1me an ~ 8 
~~nitenciarios, San Jose~ 197 . 
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goals to which the various sectors are committed. For instance, when the police 
view their own role as law-enforcement only, the implementation of measures 
directed at the social reintegration of offenders could be seriously hampered. If, 
on the other hand, the police see the rehabilitation of offenders as part of their 
task, the introduction and implementation of non-institutional dispositions is 
much more effective. Similar considerations apply to the judiciary which is the 
key element in implementing any reform and whose support is indispensable for an 
effective deinstitutionalization policy and, above all, to correctional personnel 
whose function and role is gradually changing from that of custody, security and 
control agents to that of community correctional staff. 

30. Finally, public participation and support is vital if success is to be 
achieved. 35/ In fact, the attitude of the public is central in shaping policies 
leading to deinstitutionalization. Indeed, the degree of public tolerance for 
the offender and of confidence in the manner of dealing with him or her can be 
described as the controlling variables. On the negative side, two aspects should 
be borne in mind. First, the public tends to over-react to particular crimes on 
the basis of emotional and not always rational beliefs. Secondly, the widespread 
use of imprisonment encourages the public to believe in its efficiency, to the 
point that a low rate of crime detection is often accompanied by considerable 
severity of sanctions against those 1'1ho are apprehended, as a kind of trade-off. 
Thus, a highly punitive rationale, emphasizing imprisonment as an appropriate 
measure, can easily exist when the crime situation appears to be one of mounting 
seriousness, and such a process can in fact be self-reinforcing. In countries 
suffering from a sudden wave of certain types of violent crime, such as terrorism 
public opinion is likely to swing strongly against pOlicies apparently considered' 
too lenient, often as a result of distorted or sensationalized campaigns by 
certain sectors of the mass media. Under these circumstances, effective, rational 
and humane policy-making is much more difficult for the authorities. It should 
be noted in this connexion, however, that what the public really wishes for and 
ueeds is certainty about the policies being implemented, knowledge of their 
functioning end of the r~asoning upon which these policies are based. In short a 
well-informed public opinion is more likely to be a supportive element in ' 
rationalizing and diversifying the approach to correctional treatment. 

31. On the other hand, the fact that public opinion can be guided and moulded by 
concerted governmental action means that the problem is one of political will and 
social presentation. In this context, the law should be used as a vehicle of' 
social change, provided. there is a political commitment to take initiatives and 
educate the public to understand clearly that imprisonment can be self-defeating 
and that a positive attitUde is needed for the development of effective community 
programmes. In fact, the most powerful reinforcement for conformity is the 
humanizing experiences of community life which occur in particular social 
environments, such as the family, school or worle situation. Community corrections 
should, by providing successful and successive approximations of community life, 
lead the offender, by degrees, into the mainstream of .life in the free world. 

35/ A. Begamini-Miotto, "Formas cle participa<;ao da comunidade no tratamiento 
dos delin'luentes", Revista do Conselho Penitenciario Federal~ No. 33~ 1975. 
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II. DEINSTITUTIONALIZATION AND ALTERNATIVES TO IMPRISONMENT 

A. Consequences of imprisonment and need for alternatives 

32. The dual demands made in various countries - for an increased employment of 
alternative measures and a decreased and more humane use of imprisonment are based 
on general re'luisites of humanity, justice and tolerance, 36/ as well as an 
objective and rational interpretation of official criminal justice data and 
findings of socioloeical and penal research, confirmed again and again across. 
various societies. 37/ This experience may be summarized as follows: there lS 
a lack of concordance between the prison institution as a "means" and the 
correction of imprisoned offenders as a "goal" of sentencing. Prison tends to 
further criminalize the convicted offender. In terms of any cost and benefit 
analysis, imprisonment is costly and wasteful, especially of human and soc~etal 
resources, while deinstitutionalized sentences achieve the goal of correztlon 
at least as efficiently and effectively as imprisonment and without the costs and 
negative effects of the latter. 

33. Any action, social or legal, is presumably inadequate if it cannot achieve 
its desired objective. And it is dysfunctional if it has the opposite effect. A 
sen'tence of imprisonment is a socio-legal action aimed at achieving one, or a 
combination of, the following purposes: retribution, or "just desserts"; 
indi vidual or general prevention, or deterrence, protection of the public, or 
social defence or incapacitation; and correction, or reformation or social 
rehabilitation. 38/ However, its "essential" aim, which has been recognized and 
accepted by the ~mmunity of nations, is the resocialization of the offenders so 
as to lead them to law-abiding and self-supporting life, as stated in the Standard 
Minimum Rules (rule 56) and in the International Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights (art. 10). 

36/ N. A. Strouchkov, "New confirmation of humanism of Soviet legiSlation", 
SovietState and Law, 1978; E. Sagarin and A. Karmen, "Criminolo€:'J and the 
reaffirmation of humanist ideals", Criminology, August 1978. 

37/ The literature is vast. See, however, B. Cressey, "AduJ.t felons in 
prison", in L. Ohlin, ed., Prisoners in America (Englewood Cliffs, New York~ 
Prentice-Hall 1973); T. M. ~1ushanga, Crime and Deviance: An Introduction to 
Criminology (Nairobi, E.A.L.B., 1977); Penalties not involving the deprivation of 
liberty (Moscow, 1972); U. Baxi, The Crisis of the Indian Legal System (Delhi, 
Allied, 1980); T. Mathiesen, The Politics of Abolition (London, Martin Robertson, 
1976); J. M. Rico, Las sanciones penales y la polftica criminologic a c~nte~poranea 
(Mexico D.F., Siglo Veintiuno, 1979); J. M. Voraut, La prison P9.Er qUOl falX'e? 
(Pal'is, La Table ronde, 19'(2); and M. Zaid, "The social consequences of deprivation 
of liberty", National Review of Criminal Sciences (Cairo, 1980). 

38/ A. Adeyemi, "Sentences of imprisonment" in T. O. Elias, ed., The Prison 
System-in Nigeria (Binsley, University of Lagos, 1968); M. Shargorodsky, 
Punishment - Its Goals and Efficiency (Leningrad University, 1975); N. Strouchkov, 
Penal Responsibility and Its Realization in the Strugp;le Ap;ainst Criminality 
(Soratov University 1978); G. Vassalli, "Politica criminal y derecho penal", 
Revue Internatiol1al~' de Droit Penal, No.1, 1978; H. Singh, "New trends in 
corrections ", Social Defence, April 1977. 
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34. Consequently, the all-important question is w~ether or n~t a sentence of 
imprisonment achieves this "essential ~.im" and desJ.red objectJ. vee ~e answer to 
this question can easily be given after having considered the fo11ovTJ.ng arguments. 

35. It has been established repeatedly that it is difficult to prepare a perl son 
for freedom under conditions of captivity - to resocialize a person for norma 
citizenship in an open society in an I!abnormal" and "closed" c~~~ity, or to 
train persons for responsible living by giving them no responsJ.bJ.lJ.ty whatever. 
The prison and society are different entities in almost a~l respects, a~d to 
expect the product of the former to successfully survive J.n,the latter J.~ , 
unrealistic. All the attributes a person needs to develop J.nto a good cJ.tJ.zen 
are denied, frustrated and repressed in prison. The prisoner is deni~d even , 
the essential minimum of any sense of responsibility. For example, lJ.ke a chJ.ld, 
the prisoner is told when to wake up, when to sleep, wha~ to :at, what t~ do and 
1vhen to do it. These and other decisions are made for hJ.m. In the outsJ.de 
society, unity and a sense of community contribute to personal g:owth. In 
prison, unity and community must be discouraged lest the many prJ.soners,overwhelm 
the fevT warders. In society, leadership is the ultimate virtue. In prJ.son, 
leadership must be identified, isolated and blunted. In the competitiveness of 
normal everyday living, assertiveness is a characteristic to be encouraged. In 
the reality of the prison, assertiveness is equated with aggression and r~pressed. 
Other qualities considered as positive in society, for example, self-confJ.dence, 
pride, initiative, are eroded by the exper~ence of prison into self-doubt, 
obsequiousness and lethargy. 

36. Not only does prison desocialize offenders and deprive them of whatever 
remaining desirable social values they bring with them to the institution, but it 
may "criminalize" them further. The prison's role in making offenders more 
criminal than they are upon entry is underlined by the very high probability 
that the clustering together of first offenders and hardened repeaters and of 
petty and professional criminalS, not only transmits the values of a criminal 
society to newcomers, but also proliferates techniques of crime commission. To 
counteract the effects of the formal economic, social and psychological 
depri vations of imprisonment, prisoners always develop some informal "counter
culture''. v.1hile the function of this counter-culture is to cater, informally, 
to the "welfare" of the inmates for protection of one another from the prison 
authority, the values and norms of the counter-culture are sub'\Tersive of the 
prison authority t s required behaviour. Yet, almost every new prisoner gets 
"initiated" into this life style upon arrival and whoever wants a tolerable or 
bearable pdsol1 life subscribes to it. As a result, prisoners - by the time of 
release - get lIprisonized", that is, they internalize the prison values, norms, 
practices and nuances of "successful" institutional existence and survival. The 
consequence here, again, is the further criminalization of the offender. 

37. For the short-term prisoners hO\lsed in overcrowded prisons, usually there is 
only custodial caretaking, unaccompanied by rehabilitative efforts. Because of 
the still insignificant proportion of prisoners exposed to formal education~ 
occupational apprenticeship and useful w'ork, due to human and material resource 
limi tations, mO:3t prisoners are merely "doing time". Prison work is usually 
geared towards prison maintenance and, more crucially, towards relief from boredom 
and the prevention of "improper" use of idle minds and hands. 
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38. The experience of imprisonment and the post-prison social stigma attach~d 
to the ex-prisoner by society make it practically impossible for most formeT 
prisoners to readjust to society and to lead normal productive lives. Thus, a 
substantial proportion of prisoners are "forced" back to prison, that is, to 
recidivate. Estimates of recidivism among incarcerated offenders in some places 
run as high as 80 per cent, although comparative rates suggest that the figure 
can be much lower. 39/ 

39. The expenses involved in building and operating prisons are becoming 
prohibitive, even for prosperous countries, especiallY when compared with the 
generally poor effects of imprisonment on recidivism rates. It has been estimated, 
for example, that in the United States of America, prisons cost about $51,000 
per bed to build in 1979 40/ and as much as $20 and $30,000 a year to maintain 
a prisoner. 41/ This means that costs of imprisonment can be higher than those 
of a university education. It means also, however, that the incidence of such 
costs is even higher for developing countries, which can hardly afford to divert 
scarce human and material resources into the construction of more gaols when there 
is a dire need for economic betterment mld social services. 42/ 

110. In most cases, the criminal justice system is rather selective in sending 
people to prison. Those who would have their positions and status at stake~ 
those for whom imprisonment would really serve as a deterrent, often escape 
imprisonment. Those are the persons who are not in want, socially or economically, 
but who nevertbe1ess may have inflicted serious harm on the economy, political 
stability, respect for law and public morale, through bribery, corruption, fraud, 
embezzlement, smuggling, hoarding, price-fixing, frequently referred to as white
collar criminality and other similar socially harmful acts. 43/ 

39/ G. Phillpotts and L. Lancucki, Previous Convictions. Sentences and 
ReconViction, Home Office Research Study Nc. 53 (London, 1979) and T. H. Kafarov, 
Recidivism Problem in the Soviet Criminal Law (Baku, 1972). 

40/ E. Van den Haag, "Prisons cost too much because they are too secure il
, 

Corrections Map,azine, April 198~. 

41/ S. Glase, Routinizing Evaluation (H'ashington, D.C., National Institute 
of Mental Health, Center for studies on crime and delinquency, United States 
Government Ministry Office, 1977). 

42/ In some countries, non-governmental initiatives to establish national 
moratQ;ia on prison construction have, in some cases, succeeded in halting new 
prison building, through the generation of public pressure and litigation. 

t~3/ For eXa.Illp1e, in the United States of America, the total cost of crime vTaS, 

in 197b, $la? billion. Crimes against property such as theft, burglary and 
larceny, totalled to $4 billion against $44 billion of white-collar crime. Yet 
the proportion of white-collar criminals was very small in comparison with property 
offenders. See, in this regard, E. Doleschal, "Crime - some popular be1i efs ,: , 
Crime and Delinquency, January 1979. See also L. Aniyar de Castro and T. Santos, 
"Prision y clase social", CaPltulo Crimino16gico, No.2, Maracaibo, 1974. 
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41. ,Since most people equate conviction with' , 
a cr1.me-generating effect on th hI' 1.mpr1.so~ment, such a situation has 
the population at large it fos~e;sOt~ s~c1.etY"espec1.allY among prisoners. For 
the monetary, social e~onomic l' t' e 1.mpress1.on that "crime pays" if one has 
For convicted "commo~" cri ' ai po,J. J.Cal,or bUl'eaucratic position or power, 
in prison only because the;J.n s, lot proV1.des the rationalization that they are 
competent attorney or t are p~or, lack money to raise bail, to hire a 

, 0 pay a fJne It thus t l' necessary for a chan~e of heart 'I'b neu ra J.zes the sense of guilt 
?reated which brings l'into question ~he oth :a~es, a "criminal environment" is 
1.ts justice. val1.dJ.ty of the law, its enforcement and 

42. On the basis of the above it can b 
seldom achieve their ultimate ~b' t' e conc~uded that sentences of imprisonment 
usually, they may fUl'ther Jec love, that loS, resocialization, and that 
th aggravate the problem of "al' , 

erefore, an inadequate, dysfunctional c:J.mQ~ J.ty. They constitute, 
response to the problem of crime F thand extraordJ.nar1.ly costly socio-legal 
"protects the public" from ,.' 1 Ul' ermore, the claim that imprisonment 

t ' cr1.mJ.na s seems to ign th t pro ectlon and the heightened d t . ore e emporary nature of this 
There is, above all, the illusi~~gtehr tObsolcJ.ekt~ emanating from those discharged 
Publ1.' " a y oc 1.ng up a pa ..... t f th • c secUl'1. ty 1.S assured when th f ... 0 e population 
great majority of actual and espe : l~cts show that, at any point in time th~ 
at large. 44/ cJ.a y potential criminals remain in the' society 

B. Alternative meaSUl'es 

43. Given this hist ' . f ' , '. or1.C lone fect1. veness of th ' 
resoc1.al1.z1.ng offende'rs It' e prJ.son as a vehicle for 
established in vario~s ' a t

e
: nat1.ve approaches have been explored, developed 

coun r1.es of the World It h ul and 
regard, that some alternatives to i . , " ~ 0 d be noted, in this 
especially in Europe &1 and Am . nstJ.tut1.onalJ.zatJ.on have been utilized 
th t t . erJ,can countries for th ' a he customary methods of res d' more an a century 45/ and 
had included community control an~on J.~glto ~rong-doing in developed countries 
Ion b f t socJ.a reJ.ntegration 1 d ' g e ore he concepts of prison d" , coup e WJ.th restitution 
from other contexts. 46/ an J.mprJ.sonment were introduced or borrowed 

44/ The actual volume of' crime i " 
ASSuming that this "unknown" is 100 n ~y Soc1.ety 1.S always an unknown qUantity 
f'or example, 50 pel' cent. Of'this 500

; y a part of' it becomes known to the pOli~e 
~he,coUl't~. Of' the 30 pel' cent, only a~:u~e~t, only about 30 pel' cent ever get to' 
1.t 1.S claJ.med that.the public remains '~rotec~eP;,r cent m~y end ~p i~ prison. Yet 
few outcasts. It 1.S to be noted that the b d ,from crJ.me by J.mprJ.soning those 
In fact, the situation can be dif'f'erent ' a ov~ f1.gures are simply hypothetical 
C. Kelly, Uniform Crime Reports (Washingt1.n vaDrJ.°Cus contexts. (See, f'or example' 

on , '" 1976).) - , 
It·51 B. Alper, Prisons Inside-Out. Al " 

(Cambridge, Mass., Ballinger Publi h" C ternatJ. Ve 1.n Correctional Ref'orm 
s long' ompany, 1974). 

_ ~61 See A. Milner, The Nigerian Pen 1 S ( 
M. C~J.nard and A. Abbot Crime'in D 1 a, ystem London, Sweet and Maxwel] 1972) 
(New Y k J h" eve opJ.ng Countries A C "; 

, ~r ',on lhley and Sons, 1973); and T El' Ii' ,~mparati ve Perspective 
pal't1.cJ.pat1.on in social defence" Int t" 1.as ~ Tram t1.onal forms of' public 
1969, ' erna J.onal ReV1.ew of Criminal Policy 1\1' 

~, ~vo. 29, 
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44. Indeed, traditional non-institutional responses to crime still constitute 
part and parcel of many indigenous criminal justice systems and appear to offer 
effectiveness in the context of indigenous social control. These experiences 
of developing countries with sanctions other than imprisonment, f'or example, 
various forms of restitution and reparation, constitute valuable object lesso:ns 
for developed countries, whose possible revitalization even in industrialized 
and urbanized settings deserves to be considered. 47/ The main difference 
between the current trends and the recent past , is-That while alternative 
approaches once constituted sporadic and scattered experiments, especially on the 
part of charitable organizations, today they are planned and implemented as part 
of differentiated strategy intended to deal with the problem of criminality and 
in a global perspective, where the various sectors of criminal justice are viewed 
as an integrated system. 481 

45. Governmental efforts and resources are being increasingly devoted to the 
development of new or the redevelopment of' old alternatives in the wake of the 
growing realization of the prison's incapacity to rehabilitate and as part of 
the over-all deinstitutionalization trend wllich also characterizes the field of 
mental health. Society, in fact, does not remove all the mentally disturbed and 
retarded to asylums, exile the poor or send the aged to workhouses. The care and 
support of such persons has gone back to the community. By returning these 
responsibilities to the community, and by providing it with the appropriate 
means for dealing with those persons, society will cope more effectively with 
them, while reducing at the same time the sense of powerlessness and fragmentation 
of its members~ 491 

46. Deinstitutionalization can be undertaken at all levels of the criminal 
justice system: at the pre-trial staee, that is, the police and prosecutorial 
level; upon conviction, as a judicial disposition; and after the imposition of a 
prison sentence, usually as a result of' an evaluation by the correctional 
authorities. 50/ In this connexion, the attached table illustrates the traditional 
correctional process, on the left-hand side, under "Institution" and the current 
community programmes on-the right-hand side, under "Alternatives", offering an 
example of the wide range of available community programmes within a systematic 

471 See G. Mueller, Sentencing: Process and PUl'Pose (Springfield, 
Charles Thomas, 1977). 

48/ Centro Nazionale di Prevenzione e Difesa Sociale, Fene e Misure 
Alter~tive nell'Attuale MomentoStorico (Milano, Giuffre, 1977); Ministero di 
Grazia e Giustizia, Una Strategia Differenziata per la Difesa Sociale dal Delitto 
(Roma, Quaderni Uff'il!io Studi e Ricerche, 1974); M. Mennon, "Social defence 
strategies and judicial reorganization", Social Defence, January 1978. 

49 IF. Adler, "The migration of people among social control systems", to be 
published in Interactions. 

221 For a comprehensive bibliography, see J. Brantley and M. Kravitz, 
Alternative to Institutionalization, (Washington, D.C., National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the United States Department of Justice, 1979). 
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Community corrections 

Jnstitution 

Off ence 

-TRIAL PRE 
(Police /Prosecutor) 

Arrest 

I Gaoll 
Charged I 

, 
Detention 

awaiting 
trial 

mCING SENT 
(Co uns) I Found guilty 1 

ICIAL 
° ons and after 

POST JUD 
(Correctl. 

care s emces) 

I Prison 1 

!-.L[ Parolei-

f FOnal!, re~ease 

Alternatives 

Decriminalization( 
L Depenalization 

I Diversion programmes/informal adJudicato~" bOdiesl 
1 and, commun; ty courts/communal dispositions 

I Police warnings, J 
Summons. citation 

Deferred or suspendedl 
I prosecution 

Bail 
Release on recognizance H Half-Wayl Conununi tyl 
Release on supervision house centres 
Provisional liberty 

i 

r--i Adm::mition/reprimands/Imblic censurel 

1--1 Restitutionl I Deyal 

H Status penalties: disqualification4 
and deprivation of certain ri~ts 

1--1 E~onomic sanctions and monetary penalties: -:J 
fines. day-fine. confiscation. expropriation. etc. 

~ Social oblisations to the victim: C?!m?('msationl 

Conditional or absolute discharge or b~s 
, suspended sentence/conditional sentence/ 

probation/judicial su~ervision 

f--l Limitation of libertYl 

f--i Corrective or supervised labourl 

I---f Communi tv service orders 

--l Communit;y: attendance centres! 

--1 Periodic detention/semi-libertyl 
l-1eek-end imprisonment Special mental 

health treatment 

r--1 Furlo\lghl 

f---t Licence on recogni zancel 

Work/educational and conditional releasel 

1--1 Partly suspended sentenceSl 

L--...t Community programmes' 

I Half-'W~ housel 

Pardon. amnestY} 

I . .. 
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framework. It should be noted that the table is neither exhaustive, nor 
conceptually bound to any particular legal system, but illustrates the criminal 
justice process as such, at its most important decision-making points. It 
should also be underlined that there are great difficulties in usine; an appropriate 
terminology which could be applicable to all legal systems a An attempt has been 
IIlade, however, to explain the differences vThich at times are linguistic and at 
times SUbstantive a.'1.d procedural. Finally, the following considerations are in 
order: (a) some of these alternatives have traditionally been applied, though 
only as accessory to imprisonment, that is, as addition to or extension of 
prison sentences. 51/ Only recently have some of these turned into real 
alternatives, that:rs, in lieu of imprisonment and be applied as principal 
measures; (b) the range of application of each of these alternatives varies 
greatly from country to 8ountry. However, the differentiation in their application 
at the pre-trial and sentencing levels is usually dependent on the nature of the 
offence in terms of its seriousness and gravity; on certain persona,l and, social 
characteristics of the offe::.nder, for example, at times recidivists or addicts 
are excluded; on the circumstances surrounding the act and the actor and on 
certain condi tiona to be met or obligations to he performed on the part of the 
offender .. 

47. Pre-trial and post-judicial alternatives should be considered as being outside 
the scope of the present working paper which is limit eo. to the 
"deinstit'\.1.tionalization of corrections" and, therefore, theoretically bound to 
consider only "sentencing alternatives to imprisonment". Tney are beine.; brieflY 
considered here~ however, for the following reasons: 

(a) Deinstitutionalization has been conceived as part of the broad process 
of penal reform; 

(b) There is a continuous interplay in terms of mutual influences and 
feedback, among and between the different subsectors of the criminal justice 
system; 

(c) As has been shown in the previous chapter, a substantial number of people 
~re in detention pending trial, often for a long period of time; 

(d) Both pre-trial and post-judicial alternatives can contribute greatly to 
reduce the number of persons committed to penal institutions. 

1. Pre-trial alternatives 

48. Pre-trial alternatives are also referred to as "diversion programmes" or 
"diversionary devices ll , that is, procedures ana. facilities for suspending criminal 
proceedings on the und€\rstanding that the offender accepts BUidance or treatment 

51/ See, in this regard, J. E. Castillo Barrani:,es, "Los sostitutos de la 
prision: estado actual y tendencias en America Latina", to be published in the 
International Review of Criminal Policy. 
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from agencies outside the system of criminal justice, 52/ including various 
arbitration tribunals and informal community courts. 53/ Some of these 
alternatives necessitate great flexibility in the exer;ise of police, 
prosecutorial and judicial powers or may be dependent on the availability of 
detoxification and drug treatment centres, or on access to different adjudicatory 
bodies. There are other measures, however, which can be applied without impinging 
on the principle of legality, that is, without enlarging discretion and without 
necessary recourse to the above-mentioned facilities or institutions. This is 
especiallY true for measures like summonses, citations, bail and release on 
recognizance or with supervision, which are contemplated in various legislations. 
'{o]hile bail practices often discriJLinateagainst the poor and minorities, release 
on recognizance qr on supervision, where trle offender reports to the supervising 
official who in turn maintains a minimum level of custody and assistance, would 
greatly help in reducing overcrowding in gaols. This problem is extremely acute 
in the many countries where the number of persons in gaol encompasses the number 
of sentenced prisoners, and the period of detention pending trial can at times be 
counted in years. 54/ 

49. There is no doubt that adherence to stricter criteria of pre-trial detention 
and the development and il'l1plemen.tation of guidelines for making the administration 
of justice more expeditious and equitable 55/ would contribute significantly to a 
fairer and more humane approach to this area. However, experience and practice 

52/ R. Nimmer, Diversion - the Search for Alternate Forms of Prosecution 
(ctlicago,American Bar Foundation, 1974); and T. Satsumae ~ "Suspension of 
prosecution: A Japanese long-standing practice designed to screen out offenders 
from penal process", United Nations As ia and Far East Institute for the Prevention 
of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, Resource. Material Series No. 15, Fuchu, 
1978. 

53/ N. Kittrie, et al., The New Justice: Alternatives to Conventional Criminal 
Ad;ludICation (~lashington,-National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice 
of the United States Department of Justice, 1977); W. Felstiner and 
A. Bartherlmess-Drew, European Alternatives to Criminal Trials and thei~ 
Applicability in the United States (v.1ashington, National Inst~itute of Law 
Enforcement and Crimina! Justice of the United States Department of Justice, 1978); 
and N. Tiruche1vrun, "The popular tribunals of Sri Lanka: a socio-legal inquiry", 
unpublished doctoral dissertation, Harvard University, 1973. 

54/ ~eport of the Latin Amel~ican Regional Preparatory" Meeting (A/CONF .87 /BP/3), 
para.~O and F. Cane~tri, Situacion de los Procesados en Venezuela, Trabajo 
presentado en e1 Tercer Seminario de Criminologia Comparada para la region del 
Caribe, Abril 1980. 

55/ See "Draft body of principles for the protection of all persons under any 
form of detention Qr imprisonment, note by the Secretary-General" (A/34/146) and 
"Human rights in the a.dministration of justice: draft guidelines on the 
expeditious and equitable handling of criminal cases", report of the Secretary
Gene~al (E/AC.57/34). 
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. , . imits and other individual guarantees 
have shown that the mere prov~s~on of tl.me-l 'ly solve the problem unless 
prescribed in the statute books does not n~ce~sa~~mented with clear guidelines 
collateral measures are planned and proper Y l.mp f th;ir effective 

, 't' d with adequate resources or , for thel.r appll.ca 10n ~ . 0 osals made at the Latin Amerl.can 
functioning. '2f./ In thl.S, conneXl.on, the ~r IP attl~ntion. 57/ In addition, the 
Regional Preparatory Meetlng deserve spec~a • --
following alternatives could be suggested: 

, . erson concerned to appear before the jUdi:ial,authority 
(a) ProIDl.s: of the p t t interfere with the course of Justl.ce; 

as and when req~red and so as no 0 

'f' d ddress (for example, the home, 
(b) Requirement,to,resi~e a~ at~pec~ leYO~g offenders) under conditions 

a bail hostel, a spec~all.zed lns~1tu l.on or 
laid down by the judicial authorlty; 

leav';ng or entering a specified place or district 
(c) Restriction on • 

without authorization; 

(d) 
police); 

Order to report periodicallY to certain authorities (for example, court, 

(e) Surrender of passport or other identification papers; 

forms of security by the person concerned, 
(r)Provision of bailor other 

having regard to his/her means; 

(g) Provision of surety; 
nominated by the judicial 

(h) Supervision and assistance by an agency 
authority. 

d b g';ven to the establishment or develop~er;t. of a 
Moreover consideration shoul e ... dy '1' trl.al and 
!q, h have spent time in custo pen(l.ng 
scheme for compensating persons w 0 

are subsequently not convicted. 2§/ 

2. Sentencing alternatives 

t' s to imprisonment. However, their . 
50. There can ~e sever~l alterna lve the legislative provisions, on clear 
implementation l.n practl.ce deper;ds on 1 ' tio~ on the part of the co'urts or other 
principles and criteria for the~r,app l~a b ' lly on the nature .of the offence. 
duly constituted adjudicatory bodles an, aSl.ca , 

56/ J Galvin, et al., Instead of Jails (~ashington, 
_ - • t d Criminal Justice of the Um.ted States 

National Institute of 
Department of Justice, 

Law Enforcemen an 

1977) • Preparatory Meeting 
57/ See the report of the Latin American Regional 

(A/CONF.87/BP/3L para. 42. ,~ 1 courts", 
58/ R. del Olmo, "Sentencing practic:es in caraFca~: Vryen~~~~~a a::dP~~aShelbourn 
-.- f C ' minolo and Penalop-y, e rua , 

International Journal 0 ,r~ C' , 1 Law Revie~, No.2, 1978. 
'Compensation for detentl.on , ~r.::lnu!!.!::,n!:!!:a=-=~;.;.;;...--___ . 
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It has already been said, in this connexion, that there is a trend towards 
"up-grading" to principal sanctions some of these measures, such as the restriction 
of certain rights, 59/ disqualification, 60/ restitution, 61/ compensation 62/ 
and others previously used only as accessory or supplemental sanctions. --

51. This trend, if it continues, can surely have an impact on the use of 
imprisonment. However, these measures are usually applied only with respect to 
minor offences. It is for this reason that, rather than examining all possible 
alternatives, the following discussion will concentrate on those measures which 
are most widely used and applied to a wide-range of offences and offenders, 
that is, fines, suspended sentences and probation, community service orders and 
corrective labour and periodic detention. 

(a) Fines 

52. In many countries, fines are used relatively effectively for a whole range 
of offenders and offences. 63/ They are economical, both in terms of money and 
manpower - practical in terms of management and administration and humane 
because they inflict the minimum of social damage on the offender. Moreover, 
they are clearly defined, easy to comprehend and predictable. However, though 
these be the merits of this measure, there are also short-comings: fines are not 
personal, are not always exemplary and can create inequalities discriminating 
against the poor, for whom they are usually converted into imprisonment because 
of non-payment, thus equating justice with money. Some of these short-comings, 
however, have been solved with the establishment of flexible system of fines, 
that is, by adjusting the amount of a fine not only to the gravity of the offence 
but also to the socio-economic situation of the offender. For example, in the 
day-fine system, operating in the Scandinavian countries and also in 
Austria, Bolivia, Costa Rica, Cuba, the Federal Republic of Germany, Peru and 
other countries, 64/ the amount to be paid is a proportion of the offender's 
net income, allowing for coverage of basic expenses, so that the gravity of the 
offence is reflected in the number of days for which earnings have to be paid .• 
Often, part ot the fine ce.n be given as restitution or compensation to the victim; 
payments can be made in installments and, in the case of default of payments, 

59/ M. Damaska, "Adverse legal consequences of conviction and their removal: 
a cornPa'rati ve study", Journal of Criminal Law? Criminology and Police Science, 
vol. 59, No.3, 1968.-

60/ Societe internationale de defense sociale, Les interdictions 
professionnelles (Paris, Cujas, 1969). 

61/ Law Reform Commission of Canada, Restitution and Compensation (Ottawa, 
1976)-. 

62/ European Committee on Crime Problems, Compensation of Victims of Crime 
(Strasbourg, Council of Europe, 1978). 

63/ For a comprehensiVG and comparative study, see H. Jeschek and G. Grebing, 
Die Geldstrafe im deutschen und auslandischen Recht (Fines in German and foreign 
law) (Baden Baden, Nomos Verlagsgesellschaft, 1978). 

64/ See A. Beristain, Medidas penales en derecho contemporaneo (Madrid, 
Reus, 1974) • 
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before committing the offender to prison, supervision or community work orders can 
be applied with a view to helping offenders manage their financial affairs or to 
deduct payments from their wages. When such modalities are used in the 
implementation of this measure, the difference between a fine and other alternatives 
such as the limitation of liberty in Poland, or corrective labour in the Soviet 
Union or Bulgaria, becomes vague. In fact, in both these measures, in addition to 
other obligations, such as that of reporting regularly to law enforcement agencies 
or residence in a particular place, t.here is usually a deduction in the offender's 
salary (from 10 per cent to 25 per cent), which goes to the State treasury or is 
transferred to social organizations performing benevolent services. 95/ While in 
some countries, for example, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the 
replacement of fines by imprisonment is absolutely prohibited, in other countries, 
where this is possible, the law usually fixes the maximum term, often in months. 

53. From the above considerations, it is clear that for a fine system to work 
properly, a humane and equitable approach should be developed, including reliable 
and effective mechanisms of recording and collection and periodic legislative 
adjustments of fine levels to take into account the influence of inflation. 

(b) Suspended sentences and probation 

54. Discharge, suspension of sentence and probation exist in the legislation and 
are applied in most countries of the world. Discharge (absolute and conditional) 
is mainly being used as a warning - a reasonable way of coping with those offenders 
whose crimes are not too serious and who do not present risks of reconviction. 
The suspended sentence (condefia condicional in the Spanish system, conditiona~ 
suspension of the execution of penalty in the socialist countries and suspens20n of 
punishment in the Arab countries) has a wider application because offenders are 
sentenced to a certain prison term, varying from a few' months in some countries to 
five years in others (but there are countries such as the USSR and Japan, where 
there are no limits), thus permitting formal disapproval, sanctioned by the 
pronouncement of a sentence commensurate with the offence. However, the execution 
of the sentence is suspended for a certain period (also varying from country to 
country) and eventually vacated, if the offender does not commit further crimes in 
the prescribed period. In some Asian countries, that is, India, Pakistan, 
Singapore and others, conditional discharge is equivalent to a suspended sentence. 

55. In various countries, that is, the socialist States, Switzerland, Sweden and 
others, the court may impose certain obligations to be fulfilled on the part of the 
offender such as restitution or victim compensation, e.pologies to the injured 
person, ~bstention from alcohol and other drugs, residence in.a,certain pla~e and 
others. In addition, the offender may be placed under superv2s2on for a tr2al 
period tantamount to probation. Normally, supervision is exercised by the 
community or by work enterprises and organizations. As mentioned before, the 
suspended sentence may be used for heterogeneous categories of offenders. Indeed, 

65/ See 
probleme des 
compare, No. 

L. Lernell, "Certains aspects philosophiques et sociologiques du 
peines pecuniaires", ~R:.!:e:!vu~e~d~e:........:s~c::..:i~e~n:!!c:.:e:::....:c:::.:r!;.;2=:· m~in~el==l.:::e~e..:::t-...:::d:;::e:.....;:d:::r:..:o:.:i::..:t::.-.lp;:.;e::.:n::.;a:::l:::;. 
3, 1979. 
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in Japan, the Republic of Korea, Switzerland, Yugoslavia and other countries more 
than 50 per cent of the offenders sentenced to imprisonment receive suspended 
senten~es. More specifically, in Japan, those who received' suspended sentences in 
1977, ~ncluded 57 percent for theft, 45.2 pe~ cp.nt for rape 28.9 per cent for 
robbery and 29·9 per cent for murder. Suspended sentences w~re revoked only in 
:bout 10 ~e: cent of the cas7s. 66/. Often this measure is accompanied by -an order 

f super~~s~o~ by the probat~on off~cer - especially in case of longer sentences 
or for h~gh r~sk Offenders. 

56. T7Chnica~ly,.the boundaries between suspended sentences with supervision and 
probat~on, wh~ch ~s called "judicial supervision ll in some countries, are not always 
clear a~d ma~ vary from country to country. In some, the court, instead of 
sentenc~ng, ~ssues a pro"C1ation order; in others, the court in imposing the 
sentence~ suspend~ it~ execution. In both cases, however, 'the offender, whose 
consent ~s.essent~al ~n many countries, is placed under professional supervision in 
the commun~ty. Such ~upervision is usually carried out by professional social 
wor~e:s of ~he prob~t2~n and aft 7r-care sel~ices, either within the correctional 
adm~n~strat~o~ or w~th~n.th~<nat~onal social service agencies, or in government
controlled pr~vate organ~za~~ons. In many countries, such services are attached to 
the co~rts. ~e ~dvantageG of these measures, their legal nature, the modalities 
of t~e~r appl~cat~on and their organizational requirements have been previously 
~~~:~dered by the United Nations 67/ and will, therefore, not be discussed f~rther 

57. ~e following innovations have been introduced recently and deserve particular 
attent~on' "shock probat' II h' h b-: . ~on w ~c com ~nes the increased use of probation with a 
short per~od of ~ncarceration; probation with restitution both financial or 
SymbOli~; proba~ion ~th residence in treatment centres 0; hostels or day-training 
centres, probat~on w~th employment opportunities and probation with outreach 
pro~rammes so as to maintain continuous contacts with the offender's 
.:~v~ronment. 68/. Increase~ use of para-professionals, as well as of volunteers 
w~th clearly def~ned funct~ons appointed from among the residents of the area in 

66/ Y. Suzuki, IICorrections in J5.pan", in R. Wicks and H. Cooper, Int ernational 
Corrections (Lexington, Lexington Books, 1979) . 

. 67/ See "~obation. and rela~ed measures~', in The Prevention of Juvenile 
D71~nq~ency (Un~ted Nat~ons publ~cation, Sales No. 5l.IV.2); Practical Results and 
F~na~c~~ Aspects of Adult Probation in Selected Countries (United Nations 
pUb~~cat~on,.Sa17s No. 54.IV.14); The Selection of Offenders for Probation (United 
Nat~~ns Publ~c~t~on, Sales No. 59.IV.4); "Probation and Other Non-Institutional 
Measu.res, work~ng paper prepared by the Secretariat II Third Unit d Nt' C 
on the Pt' f' Cr' . ,e a ~ons ongress 

reven ~on 0 2me and the Treatment of Offenders (A/CONF.26/5). For 
re:ent developments, see J. Shah, Probation Services in India (Bombay Tripathi 
Pr~v~te, 1973) and Paul Friday, International Probation (Washington, National 
Inst~tute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of th'" United St t D t 
of Justice, 1979). ' . a es epar ment 

68/ See H. Allen, et al., Critical Issues in Adult Probation 
National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the 
Department of Justice, 1979). 

(Washington, 
United States 
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which the probationer lives and with the full involvement of local and regional 
rehabilitation councils or other citizens groups which act as a bridge between the 
criminal justice system, the social service agencies and the population as a whole, 
also constitute significant new development in this area. 69/ In fact, the ultimate 
objective of the reintegration of the offender into the com;unity can only be 
achievei if the offender can effectively use the services provided for the public 
as a whole and only if the community is fully involved in this process, not only at 
a central level of Government but also at the local and regional levels. 70/ -

58. A further issue deserving particular attention relates to the very concept and 
practice of "supervision li in which it is not always possible to find the proper 
balance between the at times competing elements of control and social work. While 
in some countries, emphasis is placed on the element of social work, so that the 
appropriate services are organized and directed at meeting the actual needs of the 
offenders, in other countries it is the element of control which is stressed, 
including mandatory reporting to the police. In those cases, supervision can be 
provided more informally, even by persons who do not have particular skills and 
professional experience, including local authorities other than the courts or 
probation officers themselves, thus ensuring broader community participation in the 
implementation of such a measure. Whatever the emphasis, however, the goals of 
probation should be clearly defined so .as to identify the service needs on a 
systematic and sustained basis. 71/ 

59. In Finland, mandatory reporting to the police has been recommended as an 
independent new alternative. It would involve the duty, on the part of the 
offender, to report to the police up to seven times a week for a period lasting 
between 6 and 60 days, without being tied to any care, treatment or any other 
obligations. The rationale for this new measure is tha.t of creating a new 
alternative which would have as much general deterrent effect as imprisonment, but 
would result in less suffering to the offender, in addition to being more economical 
to the State. It would comply with the principle of the ill east possible 
intervention" and would be in line with the policy of a general expansio:p of the 
social welfare system geared to meeting the primary needs of offenders such as 
finances, work and housing. 72/ In Sweden, however, where a police supervision 
system is considered "of little use for resocialization ii

, a new measure is being 

69/ European Committee on Crime Problems, Alternative Penal Measures (Strasburg, 
Council of Europe, 1976); and Y. Shiono, "The use of volunteers in the 
non-institutional treatment of offenders", International Review of Criminal Policy, 
No. 27, 1969. 

70/ A. S. Vinculado, "Situations, problems and programs of community 
involvement in corrections in the Philippines"; and N. Singh Sandhu, "Community 
involvement in the treatment of offenders in Singapore", United Nations Asia and 
Far East Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders, 
Resource Material Series No. 14, Fuchu, March 1978. 

71/ See in this connexion, Chief Probation Officers of California, Probation 
Standards, (San Bernardino, California, 1980). 

72/ See U. Bonde son , IISuspended sentence and probation; intentions and effects" 
(Lund;-Sweden, 1978). 
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proposed side by side with reul b' " 
would last no longer th th g ~r pro atJ.on, called intensive supervisiort if : it 

an e pr~son term whi h Id th ' and require a markedly hi h f c wou 0 erw~se have been imposed 
client than that existinggu:~ r~~uency of contact~ between the supervisor and the 
note that such a new measure ~~ be present probat~on system. It is interesting to' 
experimental research 73/' d s t·heen proposed as a result of a four-year 
, an on e assumption th t t ~s not an instrument which promotes ", a reatment through supervision 
?oex~st with a ~awbreaker, a methodr:~~b~17tat~on but rather a way for society to 
~mpr~sonment. ~c ~s cheaper and more humanitarian than 

(c) Community service orders and corrective labour 

60. While corrective l~bourwas int d . , . 
- October Revolution 74/ th ' ro uced ~n the USSR immediately after the 
the United Kingdo~ on ~ e~p~~~~~~ti ~er:ice order started to be implemented in 
Act •. 75/ Corrective labour is a wi~el a~:; as a result ~f the 1972 Criminal Justice 
~ropean countries except Poland h·y't ered alternat~ve measure in all Eastern 
l~berty ~d in Yugoslavia where'.; ~re ~ has been replaced by the limitation of 
fines. Community service'orders ~undas d:;~ replaced by suspended sentences and 
carried out.in other countries i l~: ~ eren~ names and modalities, are also 
called Court Referral Programm~ ~6/~~n~ t~: Un~t/ed Sta~es of America, where it is 

. '-- us ra ~a, 77 Jama~ca 78/ and other States. 
pl. Corrective labour, as actually eVolved ' 
of ~ork at the offender's place of wo k 'thUSUally ~nvolves obligatory performance 
a maximum of 25 per cent of the 1 r, w~ reduced remuneration - for example 
'th· sa ary for a period not d' , 

w~ several ether restrictions for excee ~ng one year - and 
regular paid vacations and cann~t cha~xamg~e, the offender is not entitled to 

ge ~s place.of work without permission. 

73/ See E. KUhlhorn Non-i t't t' . 
National Swedish Council~for C ~s ~pu ~ona~ treatment and rehabilitation The 

. r~me revent~on, report No.7, 1979. ' 
74/ S. Frankowski and E Zielinska " . 

sOC~alist countries rr , to be ~ublished " t~tIernat~ve, to imprisonment in European 
Pol~cr. ~n e nternat~onal Review of Criminal 

121 Advisory Council on the Penal S 
Penalties; (London H M St t· ,ystem, .,::,N1o~n-:Tcu~s=;t~0f,d~if:a~1=-Ta~n~d~S~e~m~i~-~C!!U~st~O~d~~!:!'a~l " ' •• a; ~onery Off~ce 1972)' J V'" -, 
commun~ty service' anglai" R ' ' ,. er~n, I Le succes du 

NO.3, 1979. s, evue ~e Sc~ence Criminelle et de Droit Penal Compare, 

76/J. Beha and others, 
Institute of Law Enforcement 
of Justice, 1977). 

Senten:in,R to Community Service (~T and C ~ashington, National 
r~m~nal Justice of the U ' n~ted States Department 

77/ J. Mckay and M._ Rook The Fork~Ord 
~ork,Order Scheme, Hobart, Au~trali~ 1976 erds~heme: An"Evaluation of Tasmania's 
lmpr~sonment", in D. Biles ed C,' d an . Pot as , Alternatives to 
A t al'·' ,. , rlme an Justice in At' ( . 

us r lan Inst~tute of Criminology, 1.977). us ralla Canberra, 

, 78( D,', All·e~, fiIncreasing community inVOlvement in th 
1n Jamalca , Soc~al Defence, April 1977. e treatment of offenders 
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62. The community service order, instead, centres on a commitment on the part of 
the offender to perform unpaid work for no less than 40 and no more than 240 hours, 
usually on week-ends, to be completed within one year. The work assignment is 
organized by the probation service, but may also be provided by a voluntary 
organization; it is arranged in the offender's local area, a.nd an attempt is made to 
structure it around employment, family and religious commitments. Community service 
is seen as a constructive, inexpensive alternative to short p~~$on sentences and a .. 
new means of diversion, de:::igned to bring the offender into closer touch with fellow 
citizens in need of help and support. 79/ 

63. As was mentioned above, the Polish code of 1969 introduced a new measure 
called "limitation of libertyil, in which the obligation to work remains an essential 
factor but where there are various conditions under which such work can be 
performed; for example, unremunerated supervised work in the amo~t of 20 to 50 
hours per mopth and for a period ranging from three months to two years, deduction 
of 10 per cent to 25 per cent of the monthly salary for persons employed in State 
enterprises and others; several restrictions, such as not to change place of 
residence and regular reporting and obligations, such as restitution for damages 
and apologies. ~ 

61).. From the description of these measures, it is quite evident that they are more 
punitive and demanding than supervision orders or suspended sentences 9 that they 
incorporate the use of labour as a penalty and that such Inbour can be full time or 
part timcl, paid or unpaid, with or without the consent of the offender. vlliere the 
labour is full time and paid, it makes a practical contribution to the development 
of the country ~s a whole. At the other extreme, where unpaid labour is required 
on ''leele-ends, there is no disruption to the· offender I s normal work or family 
responsibilities, but only a loss of leisure time while remaining largely at 
liberty. One problem associated with the imposition of ord.ers of this type is in 
the avai.lability of suitable work. Local authorities, community bodies and city 
councils are probably the more appropriate 'bodies to assist in providing such work 
since it is the local community which ·in the end receives the benefit of the labour 
without payipg for it, and this' should be s~fficient incentive for its co-operation. 
However,· since the responsibility for prison systems generally rests ''lith the 
central Government and since imprisonment is expensive, consideration should be 
givep to the provision of subsidies to local authorities in order to encourage the 
use of locally based work order projects. 

79/ K. Pease and others, Community Service Orders, Home Office Research Unit, 
reportNo. ~9 (London, 1975). 

80/ E, Zielinska, "A new type of sanction in Poland: the non-custodial 
curtaiIinent of liberty.!', International Journal of Offender 'Therapy and Comparative 
Crimino~ogy, vol. 20, No.1, 1976. 
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(d) Periodic detention 

65 .. Periodic detention~ 81/ week-end detention, 82/ semi~liberty and 
semJ.:,det:mtion 8~/ are used in various countries:-they do not imply a complete 
deprJ.vatJ.on of IJ.be~y! as does imprisonment, but some restrictions on it~ placing 
offenders under condJ.tJ.ons of security but permitting greater freedom and limited 
contact with the outside world. In practice, these measures do not remove the 
offender from the community but allow him to conti.nue to work outside and to 
maintain contacts with the family. Periodic detention entails a sentence to 
p:r~OJ::m supe::vis:d re~ti~utive work within the community in conjunction with a 
IJ.mJ.te.d deprJ.vatJ.on or IJ.berty on the week-ends or on week-day nights. It has 
theref'ore~ many similarities with restitution schemes and community service orders. 

66. Sem~-liber~y and semi-detention, as well as week-end detention, are sentencing 
alternatJ.ves whJ.ch permit the offender to remain in the community during the day 
for educational or employment purposes. They are usually used as a sUbstitute for 
short-i;e::m impr~sonmet;t. While in some countries, they are conceived as real 
altermLtJ.ve optJ.ons, J.n others, they are just one of the modalities of the execution 
of sho::'t-term imprisonment. In the latter case, they are very similar to work of 
ed~catJ.onal release or half-way houses. In various countries, similar measures of 
thJ.~ typ: are carried out but with a different terminology, such as community 
resJ.dentJ.al or attendance centres. ITt practice, however, the aims and modalities of 
thes e mleasures are basically the same. 

3. Post-jud.icial alternatives 

67. Other forms of deinstitutionalization can be applied at the post-sentence 
stage, including conditional release and parole, work or educational release, 
half-way houses and other types of release on licence or recognizance, or leaves on 
furl~u~h, pardons ~nd amnesty. In addition, imprisonment itself, apart from its 
tradJ.tJ.onal full-tJ.me form, might require custody only at night or only during the 
day. The forme:r. becomes equivalent to day-parole or work relea~e. It should .also 
be noted that most of these measures can be applied in conjunction with, or as a 
~upplement ,to, others. Again, these programmes are not alternatives to 
J.ncarcera'.tJ.~n, ~ut they can help to o~fset t~e damaging and dependency-producing 
effects of J.mprJ.sonment, on the one sJ.de, whlle reducing prison popula.tions on the 
other. 

81/ E. M~ssen, "Periodic detention in New Zealand", in United Nations Asia and 
Far East InstJ.tute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders 
Resourc~ Material, Series No. 11, Fuchu, 1975; M. Stace, "Periodic detention w~rk 
centres , AustralJ.an and New Zealand Journal of Criminology, vol. 12, No.2, 1979. 

82/ R" Schmelck and G. Picca, Penologie et droit penitentiaire (ParJ.'s CUJ'as 
1967) J C" C " ., • , ; . ~)aJ.nz antero, Arresto fin de semana y tratamiento del delincuente" 
Revista de. Es~udios Pen~tenciarios, No. 26 (October-December 1970); P. Ward, "Week
end detentl.on , AUstralJ.an and New Zealand Journal of Criminology, vol. 12, No. 4 
(l969);,R. Breda and F. Ferracuti, "Alternatives to incarceration in Italy", Crime 
and DelJ.nquency, January 1980; and Instituto de Medicina Social e de Criminologia 
de Sao Paulo Ilustrado, Prisa::> Albergue, No.1, Sao Paulo, 1978. 

83/ R. Morice, "Evolution et perspectives de la semi-liberte" Revue 
Penitentiaire et de Droit Penal, No.1, 1967' and H. Schultz IISemJ.~-l-J.·b t~ t 
~ , d~ t t"'" ' ,er e e 

sem:- e en Jeon , Revue J.nternationale de criminologie et de police technique 
AprJ.I-June 1975. . , 
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68. Programmes of temporary release to the community, aimed mainly at helping 
the offender's smooth return to society after a period of isolation in an 
unnatural environment, are usually granted to prisoners who have demonstrated 
particular receptiveness to the treatment process or whd at ,least provide evidence 
of conformity with the prison regime. As such, these measures constitute a very 
important element of institutional programmes based on the progressive regime. 84/ 
In some countries, hOW'ever, such programmes constitute a specific right of 
convicted prisoners. In early release schemes (remission, good time), usually 
a reduction of the time to be served in the institution is contemplated, based on, 
the behaviour of the offender during treatment in the institution. Conditional 
release is granted when an offender still has a portion of a sentence to serve, 
generally from two-thirds to one-third, but the prisoner may be recalled if a 
further offence is conlmitted during the unexpired portion of the sentence. 
Release may be accompanied by the obligation to report regularly to police 
authorities. ThiB means that failure to comply with the terms or conditions 
imposed on the release in the community may result in revocation of the measure and 
return to prison. 

69. The most important and controversial of these post-judicial measures is 
parole, which was originally designed for long-term prisoners and which, in some 
countries, is linked to indeterminate sentences as an expression of the 
rehabilitative ideal: for example, a prisoner is granted parole when he is 
"ready" to be released. This decision, against which only limited appeal is 
possible, is us'Ually taken by the Parole Board, which in some places is attached 
to the Correctional Administration and in others, acts independently. Under 
this scheme, prisoners are allowed to complete their sentence in the community, 
under parole supervision, provided that certain conditions and obligations 
carrying a wide range of restrictions on liberty are met. The underlying 
principle of parole (indeterminate sentence), 85/ its very process (that is, 
eljgibility criteria, selection andrevocation), the great amount of discretion 
and arbitrariness involved in these decisions and the disparity and inconsistency 
in its application, have been severely criticized, especially in the United 
States. 86/ Appropriate guidelines to structure, delimit and regulate discretion 
have been-advocated and nroposed by some, 87/ while others haVe suggested a more 

84/ A. Sanchez Galindo, "Regimen de pre liberacion", Memoria del 5to Congreso 
Nacional Penitenciario (Secretarfa de Gobernacion, Mexico, 1975) and United Nations 
Latin American Regional Institute for the Prevention of Crim~ and the Treatment of 
Offenders, Jornada de trabajo sobre el regimen de libertad regilada (San Jose, 1979). 

85/ Parole is normally associated with the indeterminate sentence, although 
that aspect of parole which consists of post-imprisonment supervision and care can 
also coexist in a fixed sentence scheme. 

86/ American Friends' Service Committee, Struggle for Justice (New York, Hill 
and Hang., 1971); J. Hogarth, Sentencing as a Human Process (Toronto, Univ. of 
Toronto Press, 1972). 

87/ J. Kress, L. 
sentencing in sight?" 

Wilkins and D. Gottfredson, "Is the end of judicial 
Judicature, NOI. 60, 1976. 
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radical reform· aband t ft· . . onmen 0 he ~ndeterm~nate sentence and of parole 88/ At 
~~:s~n~ , t as ~ result of thi ~ deb at e ~ parole has been aboli shed together ,rl. th 
been~~de terd~~ate.sentence ~n seven jurisdictions~ and sentencing guidelines have 

op e ~n f~ft€en. 89/ 

70. In many countries as pa t f th . . h hI' roe ~mplementat~on of those measures group 
t~mes, s e tered workshops, half-way houses and other comparable facilities at 
~mes managed by ex-prisoner ·d h . ' communi t . . s, prov~ e s ort-term resident~al care and adequate 

.y supe~v~s70n for those Offenders whose homes are unsuitable. Such 
sup~o~t~ve fac~l~t~es contribute to the offender's capacity to cone with a wide 
;~~~et~a~f ~r~ble~ of community adjustment at a cost that is sUb~tantiallY less 
alter . 0 :~pr~sonment. ~n some countries, the application of these 

nat~ves ~s also superv~sed by a special office of the jUdiciary. 90/ 

71. The success of these measures r . th . 
~la~~~dt~O prepare the offender~ dur~~~~e~imi~e~x;::~~~eb~~O;:o:~:m:~~ ~~ecificallY 
~ns ~ u ~onal treatment, for release i~to the community. 91/ Pre-release 

!~:a~~:~!i~~~~r~~:st~~ea;~~;~f~~llYddeSi~ed to h~lp ~n~a~sist the Offender in 
and independent life in fr ~ ~c~. an reg~me~ted l~fe ~n pr~son to the normal 

!~eO~;~~~:runi~~~ Na!ions ~~n:~~~:t~~ t~~e;~e~:~~~~nw~;ec~~:a~;dd!~~U;;::t!~!ng 
s~ __ an most of ~ts recommendations are still valid, es eciall 

th~se. regarding the Possi~le. removal of interdictions of the emPloyme;t of y 
e~ pr~so~ers. Such restr~ct~ons constitute, at times, a dOUble punishm nt Records 
o ~xd-pr~soners, therefore, should be expunged, after an appropr~ate e . 
per~o . • crime-free 

social insuficientemente atendida: 'el u~ hac • en ~ ~na r~sp~nsab~lidad 
proyecci6n futura", United Nations Lati~ Ameri~~P~:t:-pen~t~nc~~r~o; alcance y 
Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Of.fe d 19~od~a _nst~tute for the 

92/ A/CONF.17/20, annex I (6). 
n ers a ~a, April 1979. 
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C. Evaluation 

72. The discussion of the various alternatiVes to imprisonment, as tried in 
different countries, and the question of ,.hat has been found to be "succeSSful", 
inevitably raises the problem of how "success" is to be evaluated. Successful 
completion, relative costs and recidivism have been, up to now, the main 
criteria for the evaluation of community programmes. vlliile the criterion of 
successful completion, that is, that no major violation of the conditions of 
supervision has occurred, can be used to measure effectiveness only of different 
community programmes, the other two criteria, naruely that of relative cost and 
that of recidivism, have been used to assess the effectiveness of both 
institutional and community programmes. As far as cost is concerned, community 
programmes are ll1iversally much less expensive than imprisonment. For example, 
probation and parole costs are roughly on~ tenth of those of imprisonment, and 
work order schemes may cost even less (one thirtieth of imprisonment). Evaluative 
studies, using the criterion of recidivism, have given evidence that community 
programmes can be at least as effective in preventing recidivism as institutional 
sentences. 

73. Although there is general agreement, cross-culturally, that lIevaluative 
research could not begin and stop vTi th a determination of system efficiency in 
terms of operational costs, crime rates or recidivism", 93/ the principal 
outcome variable used in correctional evaluation studies is still recidivism. An 
emphasis on this variable tends to obscure the effectiveness of various forms 
of deinstitutionalization where measures of such qualitative variables as 
family reunion, participation in labour force and reintegration in the community 
would be of paramount significance. Unfortunately, evaluation programmes have 
not yet been able to operationalize these positive qualitative variables. 
Moreover, it has been acknowledged that evaluation is not yet adequately developed 
for scientific use as an exclusive instrument for determining the ultimate worth 
and effectiveness of social programmes and that expectations for evaluation 
should not be set so high as to result in eventual disappointment. 94/ 

74. In order to overcome these methodological problems, it has been proposed that 
community programmes as alternatives to imprisonment be considered a success lito 
the extent that they establish and maintain their credibility as is shown by the 
degree to which they are applied to persons convicted of relatively serious 
offences who would othervrise have received prison sentence". 95/ This implies 
that to be "successful", alternatives to imprisonment should bring about a 
corresponding reducti.on of the number of offenders in prison. 

93/ United Nations Social Defence Research Institute, Evaluation Research 
in CrIndnal Justice, publication No. 11 (Rome, 1976), p. 8. 

94/ United States Congress, Cost. Management and Utilization of Human 
Resources Programme Evaluation, VJashington, 1977. 

95/ D. Biles, De-institutionalization of Corrections and Its Inmlications for 
the Residual Prisoner, Australian discussion paper (Camberra, Government Publishing 
Service, 1979), p. 14. 

/ ... 
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75. The above observations in n ' , , , 
necessity for rho way ID2n~ID2ze the great ~mportance and continued 
criminal J'ust' esearc and eva~uatic;" in the field of crime prevention and 

~ce, so as to mon~tor tIE:' deg f' 1 ' programmes, assess their ro·'~, ree ~ lmp ementatJ.on of the various 
adjustments. Deinsti tut' p J:r:ess , and ~ il.~ requued, malre the necessary 
inter alia takes' pI c :onth~zat~on ~s ~ndeed a gradual process which, 
~~~~~~, a e ~n e community Th' imprisonment it i "bl • ~s means that, contrary to 

, s v~s~ e and accountable Fa'l ' h 
result in a possible swing-back t th " ~ ~res ~n sue, a process cQuld 
evaluation can assist ~n 'd' 0 e us7 of ~mpr~sonment. Research and 

~ avo~ ~ng such fa~lures. 
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III. IMPLICATIONS FOR THE RESIDUAL PRISONER 

A. Basic assumptions and the reality 

76. The concept of the IIres idual" prisoner was predicated on the premise that, 
with the ;full and complete implementation of the various discretionary 
deinstitutionalization teChniques, the prison population in most countries would 
be reduced to a bare minimum of difficult, dangerous, recalcitrant, untreatable 
and other Ilhard-core ll offenders. 961 Accordingly, the central question vTould be 
that of devising appropriate programmes for this small group of offenders so as 
to assure the protection of those prisoners from themselves and others, while at 
the same time providing an institutional non-dehumanizing environment, offering 
opportunities for constructive and purposeful use of time, and maintaining staff of 
a high professional quality with the capacity to be concerned with the human value 
of their work. 

77. The above-mentioned scenario, how'ever, has not yet been realized in practice, 
especially from a world-wide, macro-level perspective. In fact, the prison 
population is still large and in some countries even growing; the persons under 
pre-trial detention are still all too numerous, and the time spent awaiting 
conviction much too long in many countries; prison sentences imposed by the courts 
are still severe; and the conditions of penal institutions, though improving in 
various countries, are not yet quite satisfactory. In this perspective,a discussicn 
focused even on the Ilres idual li prisoner seems not only premature but even baffling 
because it would fail to take into account the complex and diversified situation 
of all those prisoners who, not having the opportunity to participate in community 
programmes, because of the nature and seriousness of their crimes, prior criminal 
history or other personal attributes, are still sentenced to imprisonment. 

78. Moreover, it would be misleading, because the issues of deinstitutionalization 
of corrections and humane treatment of all those offenders sentenced to imprisonment 
should be viewed as a part of a broader process of penal reform and not as one of 
prison management. Furthermore, the implications of a discussion focused on a 
concept of a liresidual ca:tegory" and possible recommendations thereon could probably 
be misinterpreted or abused so as to be indiscriminately applied to the whole prison 
population. History and practice show that the particular management problems of 
violent and long-term prisoners have set the limits and boundaries of any 
institutional programme; that rules, regulations and methods of operation originally 
designed to control those offenders have ultimately been extended, almost 
automatically,to all other prisoners for whom a great amount of security and a 
restrictive environment is generally not necessary; and that excessive concern with 
these prisoners has usually negatively affected the planning and implementation of 
programmes which the institution can and should offer in preparation for the release 
of prisoners into the free world, such as job training, mail privileges, visiting 
facilities, outside contacts and community involvement. 

961 The 
basedoo the 
continuing" • 

Committee on Crime Prevention and Control observed that this topic 
assumption that the trend tOvTards .de-institutionalization ..• was 
See A/cN.5/536, para. 59. 
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79. The:r.e are probably SOll1e countrj es 1 . " _ 
largely of residual prisoners . . Wlere the prlson popUJ.atitm is composed 
nrinority and, as such repres~n~lnce th~se who receive a prison sentence are a 
groving 'Use of deil1stituticinali~ :. speclal ~lass of prisonel~s. Undoubtedly, 
proportion of prisoners in ins .... 't

a tl~n and dl version policies would increase the 
aU t·' 'vl U lons who present pa t' 1 erna lve measures having been b ~. l' leu ar management problems, 
who received less strict t' ~ y and larg ... , dlrected towards those offenders 

1 · sen enCes. However unt'l th a ternatlves to imprl'sonment . h ,1 e goal of establishin~ 
.w lS reac ed and th' '1' £:) 

un~ers~anding, social acceptance l't' -: ' -. ' ::.S 1H ~ require sustained effort s 
d,nnst::. tutionalizatl' on ),' s d' po. 1 leal wlll and tlme, because 

a gra ual proc 't 
~o c~ntinue to discuss the prison as "t ;ss - 1 seems more practical and effective 
~t wlll eventually be. 1 lS, rather than dwelling on the prison as 

80 . This does not mean that the search 
Of. ne~." more effective ~md humane treatm for ne1·' approaches and the identification 
prlor to proposals for and adopt' f ent models should be disregarded' but that 
residual prisoners it'1vill b lon 0 , any policy and special programm~s for 

th -. " - e necessary to find som 1 on . e uaSlS of ~hich such priso . e genera ly accepted criteria 
ners can be deflned and identified. 

B. On becoming a residual prisoner 

81. The identification of residual off d " , 
~rOgr~mes raises a basic issue: what~~i~~;' who vTould not respond to community 
ldentlfy those prisoners? While d' . la should be used to define and 
helped to outline partic~ar probllScusslon at the Regional Prepara,tory Meetings 
Pro . d em areas no feasible st' ' Vl e answers to this question s' "th ugges lons were giV"en to 
criminal justice systems as rega;dsl~~e h eretwa~ bJ.' no means agreement within 
category". 97/ Moreover 11th dr b e c arac erlstl, cS' of offenders in the 

- ,e aw ack of classify' th ' 
separated category vTas the probabilit th . ;ng ose offenders as a 
self-fulfiJ.ling; that is the offend ~ at 1 ~he lmphed prophecy would become 
Furthermore, the point w~s made that e" s w~u t d become what they were labelled II. 98/ 
certain persons dangerous due to th ~ocle.y.may we~l have a role in rendering-
and economic structure or' ult' tIe lnequltles or lnadequacies of the social 
In the absence of any det~ctabll:a e. Yt' ~ue to brutalization by imprisonment r; 99'/ 

t - crl erlon an explorat' f th' . --J;arame ers on 107hich such criteria Id b ' ,:on ,0 e dlfferent 
cou e based seems ln order. 

(a) The ;ihard-core" offender 

82. De~i~itions of IIhard-co:re" offenders ma ' " . . 
and pol::.t::.ca.l contexts but some 0 '. y vary ln dlfferen-c soc~o-cultul'al 

h 'c mmon ones appear to b' • 
sue as the pattern of repetitive, habitualb h' ; unlversallr recognized, 
~o ~he saf'ety of others; a pattern of ersist: aVlour wh:ch poses a serious threat 
lnd~fference to consequences' or a pa Pt" 1 Int aggresSl ve conduct 10Tith heedless, 

, l' lCU ar y s'erious bffe . • nee lnvolvlng the threat 

97/ See A/COTJF .87 /BP/3. 46 _ para. . 

98/ See A/COI~.87/BP/l, para. 58. 

99/ See A/CONI". 87/BP/4,' 42 para. . 
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or infliction of serious bodily injury. Moreover, the legal or judicial'definition 
of the "hard-corell offender mayor may not involve psychiatric or psychological 
definitions of "abnormality". In this regard, it should be' note'd that Ilnormality 
and abnormality imply an evaluation process, the aim of which is approval or 
disapproval in accordance with a system of fundamental values". 100/ This means 
that from a global perspective, there is no uniformity in the construction and 
interpretation of the concept of the "hard··core :l offender. Moreover, overextended 
definitions and sometimes vaguely constructed conceptualizations are bound to entail 
negative consequences~ both for a just process of adjudication and for the 
protection of the rights of these prisoners. 

(b) The 11 dangerous n offender 

83. The concept of IIdangerousness Ii is neither a legal nor a clinical one. 101/ 
It is more a call for sterner measures th~~ a statement of the condition of 
offenders ascertainable on the basis of reliable predictors. Generally speaking, 
as used today, the idea of dangerousness is usually based on the following criteria: 
gravity of the offence, the number of prior crimes, the mental state of the 
offender and the probability that the offender will continue to be a threat to 
public saf.ety were he to be released into the community. This and all othe~ 
definitions tend to turn on the emotional and psychological status of the criminal. 
From the earliest statement of aangerousness, manie sans delire, through atavism, 
abnormali ty, endocrinological deficiencies, psychopathy, sociopathy, chronically 
anti-social personality, criminal mind and XYY syndrome, the search for the 
dangerous and potentially violent personality has been fruitless. 102/ In general, 
dangerous criminals have been thought to be impulsive, unable to experience guilt, 
shame, anxiety or empathy, without life goals or plans and brutal especially under 
alcohol or central nervous system depressants. 

84. The underlying assumption in the concept of dangerousness, as defined by the 
Positive School, is that it is possible to predict future behaviour (prognosis), on. 
the basis of understanding the actor and his/her previous acts (diagnosis) and on 
the conviction that people classified as "dangerous I: have a high probability of 
engaging in future criminal behaviour of a serious nature. Research has shown, 
however, that the prediction of dangerousness is at best risky. It must be stressed 
in this connexion, that in no study has it been found that the prediction of 

100/ M. Lopez-Rey, Crime: An Analytical Appraisal (New York, Praeger, 1970), 
p. 123. 

101/ Dangerousness is used here with reference to the offender's status. In 
vario~countries, however, this concept is related to the behaviour of the offender, 
that is, the ilsocially dangerous act II • The relativity of the notion follows from 
its being linked with the economic, political and cultural structure of any given 
society, at any given time. See, in this regard, H. Vermes, Fundamental G,uestions 
of Criminology (Leyden, Sijthoff, 1978), p. 85. ' . 

l02/ See Y. Rennie, The Search for Criminal Man: A Conceptual History of the 
Dangerous Offender (Lexington, Massachusetts, Lexington Books, 1978). 
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dangerousness is better than chanc 1 ' ." , , variables 303/ M t d e a one, us~ng both stat~st~cal and cl~n~cal 
people Wh~ ~ill no~: inal;:~~OU~ep~rsons turn out tO,be IIfalse positives

ti

, that is, 
worse than others released t~ th ound t? have comm~tted a dangerous act, or no 
concluded in this ' e c~mmun~ty from prison. 104/ Some studies have 
, ' connex~on, that there is clear d --" , ~nability of psychiatrists or f an conv~nc~ng ev~dence of the 
dangerousness 105/ mh 0 anyone else to accurately predict 

._ .1. e conseC],uences of being off' , 11 1 b 1 I or "persistent" or Hh 'lo.. 't 1" ' ~cJ.a y a e led as a r dangerous II auJ. ua offender st~ll result' t' , g'.~ntence, that is ~;security me iT Ii " ~n prac ~ce, J.n a double 
imprisonment, usu~lly for an in~:~~~te 0~in!~e~~6)J.ve detention", in addition to 

(c) The difficl,Jlt prisoner 

85. Unlike the definition of the d clinical _ the difficult offe d ,angerous offender - vThich is both legal and 
th ' , n er ~s one who is so defi d b th ' 

au or~tJ.es, because of his difficult' f ' , ne y e correct~onal 
depri vations of confinement largAl l.e:.~}, 0 ~dJUst~ng ~o the rigours and 
characteristics within an ~ , ." y w~ >. re::;pect to h~s personality 
considerable ti~e Such p ,-nvlronment s~verely limi toed in space and over 

, . ersons are often found i' , 
solJ.tary confinements or in protect' : . n maxJ.mum secur~ty institutions 
victims inside the in~titutio;s R ~ve custody. Some are predators, some are ' 
conditions and deprivations of ;ri owe~e::' the~ are the product of the special 
and indeed, induces in most prisQn:~~ a~~eth:h~ch tends to,produce claustrophobia 
same persons may not at all be diff' 11"" ymptoms of J.t. Ro,yever, the very 
prisoners' adjustment indicate that~~~ v o~ce rele~se~. In fact, studies of 
to prison rules and recidivism. 107/ ere loS no relatJ.onship bet,yeen non-conformity 

86. In a preliminary cross-cultural 
Defe:nce Research Institute, covering ~~u~~~~~f~~te~ by the United Nations Social 
assJ.gnment to a maximum securit ins-t;t . r' ~ J.t :Tas fo:m

d tha~, generally, 
for which a prisoner is sentenc~d or tl ut:('-l ;1..: not b.nked d~rectly to the crime 
to the risk he or she presents as refl~~t;~~~~J.t~~Of the sen~ence, but, rather, 
These people are also those who -'5U 11 d-" h~,:" or her pr~son behaviour. ,u a y en un'n so' 't ' , -" ... _ ..1..1 ary conf~nement, vThich 

103/ J. Conrad and S D' 't 
M 

-h " ~n~·z ~ eds ., In Fear of ""aflh Ot" ( , 
assac usetts, Lex1ngton Books 197'7' d S '".. oW - ~ ne:t: Lex~ngton 

d f
' 't' ' I I an Shatl "Dang , e ~n~ ~onal, conceptual and publ; ~-.. . .: • • erousness: Some , .... c POol' C,;{ l.ssues" .' n D S 

1n LarT and Psychology (New York, Plenum -Preiilc$. 197'7 )~.. . -ales, ed., Perspectives 

104/ J. Monahan, "The prediction of '1 -: , 
methodological cr';t1' "ue and p .: ;. v~o en-e (\t"J.nlJ.pal behaviour' A 

... ';1. . rospec1:us'. i t' r t' .. 
Deterrence and Incapaci tatio~ . E t' -- . in, M~ qa J.D;!1al Research Council 

C
' R ( . ,S J.mat,.::.ng the E''''·<'e .... t-· 'f' ("I , • ' 

nme ates '{fTashington, N.A.S .• 1978).··~,)-~-,,,,,,,,,,,,,,7:J, ~ ;;; o~ vnm~nal Sanctions on 

105/ J. Cocozza and H. Steadman "T~1"" f' '1 ~, '. dangerous behaviour" Rutgers La R' ."--'; .!:i;t Ule of psych;l.atrJ.c predictions of 
, ~ eVl,~, YD 1. 29 ~ 1976. 

Insti!~~~ ~. R~rnru:dez, La Ideologizaci6n 4.~l:.. lJel,ito 'V de e C1encJ.as Penales y Crimino16g;cr.i:;"~~""7) -. las Penas (Caracas, 
Persistent Criminals (London, Home Office~' i 9'" 6~}~'! I ; \'T. Rammo~d and E. Chayen, 
dangerous or habitual offende " S' ' . -. 0 ~nd B. Bahad1r, "Treatment of 

. rs, oCJ.a~Dcf~nc~, July 1979. 

107/ J. Irwin, Prisons . T . ( ---",-===-.::::l.!!,u. ~l:cmo:l;l BostClU ~ J;.ittle Brmm, 1980). 
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is provided for the protection of the prisoner, the protection .of other prisoners 
or as a punishment for the infringement of prison rules. 1081 

87. In summary, the difficult prisoners ar.e simply th0se vTho pose a management 
rather than a safety problem. Some of them are unable to adapt to their environmen·t 
even out of prison, most are chronic management problems in their refusal to 
conform to internal rules and in their poor interpersonal relationships: they are, 
however, the ones so defined by the system's operators, "Tho are responsible for 
their custody and the good order of the institutions, simply because they cannot 

be trusted. 109/ 

Cd) The long-term prisoner 

88. Long-term imprisonment is also a relative concept because sentencing practices 
vary greatly from country to country, and, like imprisonment, are related to the 
use of capital punishment. Experience shows that the problems connected with this 
category of prisoners can be exacerbated, in terms of public and staff demands for 
super-maximum security prisoners and strict conditions of detention, in countries 
which have abolished capital punishment in view of the increasing number of 
offenders sentenced to life imprisonment. 110/ In the United Kingdom, for example, 
the life-sentence population has grown from 133 in 1957 to 1,220 in 1977, and in 
Canada, it has been calculated that the number of 90 life-sentence prisoners in 
1974 could increase to 1,250-2,000 after 20 years. 111/ 

89. Moreover, long-term incarceration and life impris onmentare interlinked with 
other issues, such as indeterminacy as a principle of sentencing, the relationship 
between crime and mental illness, the effects on the prisoners of long-term 
incarceration, the C],uestion of appropriate programmes for these prisoners and the 

problems of security. 

1081 united Nations Social Defence Research Institute, "The use of mtpCimum 
security imprisonment il , interim report on the In:itial Survey, October 1977. 

109/ G. di. Gennaro, F. de Fazio and A. Jaria, "A tentative model for the 
identification of the dangeroUs prisoners and experiences in community based 

treatedli, Crime and Justice, No. 78, 1979-80 . 
110/ Advisory Council on the Penal System, The Regime for Lon~-term 

Prisoners in Conditions of Maximum Securit , Radzinowicz Report (London, Rome 
Office 1968)' and R. Mckay, C. Jayervrardene and P. Reedie, The Effects of Long
Term I~carcer~tion and a Pro osed strate for Future Research (otta.wa, Ministry 

of the Solicitor General, 1979). 
1111 R. Levy, S. Rizkalla and R. Zauberman, "Canadian situation and 

delimitation of thp. problem", in International Center of Comparative Criminology, 
Long-ter~ Imprisonment: An International Seminar (Montreal, 1977); and D. Smith, 
Life-Sentence Prisoners, Home Office Research Study No. 51 (London, 1979). 

/ ... 
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90, AI though in ' 
t ' many countrles l'f ' lme actually serv d a l etlme sentence can be 
problems faced b :h,can be shortened (ranging between 8 an~o~uted and the average 
in view of the f~ct ~~a~a!~gory of prisoners deserve further s~u~ears) the co~crete 
and control and th t ey do not generally present s e . Y and attenhon 
eVentually release~ f' usually, they offer little threat ~octlhal proble~s of security 

rom custody. 112/ e communJ. ty "Then 

91. However ev 't d' ,en Wl h regard to tho 
l'nlsftfl~truetn~iate among those inmates lS category of prisoners it is possible to 

lonal t who pose a physical th ' 
len th . s aff~ other inmates and themsel reat to society, 
suc~ a~h~rlson terms because society views theves~ and the prisoners sentenced to 
acts rrence that a long sentence is ~hA crlmes they have committed with 

rights , l.~:~e;~~e t~~p:;::~~;ti:!i~n, imp~i;o~:;~t a~£~:~: :e~~;t~~l!:~~un~i~g their 

~~:ger the ~entence and the ~ore ~~;~~~:dat:epriva~i~n of responsibility~ Thu:
an 

. mor~ palnful and lasting iEJ th f . e condl tlons in which it is served. 
allenatlon. ' e e fect In terms of social l' 1 t. '-, so a lon and 

(e) The social misfits 

92. Thi~ is a label which may be used f 
the reqUlrements of a non-cust. 0:: all those who are unable to ' . 
defective offenders th . odlal sanct20n, the mentally ill d comply wlth 
com ul . , Ose Wl th special probi an mentally 
tak~ s:~~~S~t~~~S;o;!:h aicohol and drug addi~~o~~c:n~St~~:~a;hobse~~ions and 
defects and deficits, but ~~~r~:yra~ion i~ unlikely to improve oro;:me~yst~hrbances 
because of th' lS unwllling to k . ese e percelved threat the eep such persons in the . 
s arne token, warehousing th . . y present and the fear they in' commun2 ty 
problems of society nor th:~~n prlsons as long-term offenders so~;~:e .. By the 
and special problems eds of these prisoners with ch t ~elther the 

. arac er adJustoent 

112/ G. Hardla,., and D. Biles The ~ 
Australia (Canberra, Australian I~sti tu~l:na;eme~t . of Lonr;-Term Prisoners 

o Crlmlnology, 1980). in 
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(a) Management 

94. 'I"he core issue concerning the manasement of the remaining prison population 
is whether to centralize or disperse the !1dangerousi! and :;difficultl! prisoners 
within the prison system, The policy on this issue varies from country to country 
and depends on the number of such prisoners and on the definitions applied. 
However, since most countries apply a differentiated system of classification and 
treatment ~n which security factors are considered, the segregation and 
concentratlon of these prisoners in special super-prisons ITlfl.y inevitably lead to 
restrictive regimes and tensions between staff and inr·'F1.tes, thus stabilizinp and 
exacerbating the problem of these prisoners. 

95. Another issue of considerable importance is the :lenvironment I: in which 
prisoners find themselves. Prisons should be smaller so as to foster cOllununication 
and enhance integration as a means of building trust and assuring the circulation 
of information lvi th I'Thich control can be maintained without :recourse to sheer 
force. 113/ In fact, the establishment of severe control me~sures in the interests 
of "securityH can impose added stress and exacerbate conflicts between frustrated 
inmates and repressive staff, with possible escalation into prison violence. 114/ 
Some kind of outlets for pent up energy and hostility must be provided if the lid 
is not to blmT off. At the same time, the apathy and hopelessness of the prisoners r 
si tuation must be offset in some l-laY, if their human potential is not to be 
entirely dissipated. 'I"he best way might be by providing some measure of hope: 
to be deprived of it, in addition to the other deprivations which prison entails, 
would mean living death. Facilitation of contacts with the outside world, the 
family if available or other meaningful individuals, represents not only the 
observance of a fundamental human right but also a means of preventing 
depersonalization. i{here such relationships do not seem to exist, efforts at 
tee development of surrogate ones might be encouraged. i'JhilE;! tIle use of the prison 
as a iltherapeutic communitylf might not very well be feasible, the human contacts 
with staff, other inmates and with occasional visitors should be fostered as an 
emotional growth experience. The programmes of progressive classification .... rithin 
the same institution, with earned incentives and experiments in allowing normal 
family life in remote prison settings, could also be considered. 

96. Work is an essential ingredient of satisfactory life, and facilities for 
meaningful labour and work preparation should be provided, including opportunities 
for educational and vocational development. All too often such work as is provided 
in prisons in meaningless, stereotyped and not or inadequately remunerated. This 
needs to be changed~ with more productive and fulfilling opportu.rlities for labour 
pro~ "ed, serving also to train the offenders in legitimate lvork routines, >-lith 
mor~ 0h~~ a token remuneration. In this connexion, the experience of countries 
with prison labour programmes adapted to national needs and with remuneration 
schemes to defray inmate expenses has been extremely positive. 

113/ See United Nations Social Defencp Research Institute, Prison 
Architecture (London~ Architectural Press, 1975). 

114/ H. Toch, Living in Prison: the Ecology of Survival (New York, Free Press, 
1978)-. -
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91. SeU,.reliance <nd responsibility cannot be encOUraged oy being denied: they 
ha"e to be fostered. This may also mean efforts at "de-prisonization" to counter 
the "pri s oni zat ion" syndrcme, in so far as pos sible, permi tting th e inmat es to 
retain a measure of self-determination and decision-making, through certain options 
in their routines and participation in inmate councHs or constructhe seH-help groups. 

(b) Prog..!:..a~~ 

98. Any meaningful institutional progr"""e is going to be influenced by the "right 
to treatment", that is, the pro"ision and access of the consenting prisoner to 
baoic medical, psychological and social ser"ices and other oPPortunities for 
rehab ili t ati on in general and the "right to res i st treatment", th at is, the 
recognition that prisoners cannot be forced or coerced into submission to special treatment programmes. 1~1 

99, Institutional programmes are beset by "arious problems, including the 
heterogeneity of the prison population, the reliability of psychiatric diagnoses 
and the unresponsi"'2ness of many offenders, espeCially those with character 
disorders, to Psychotherapeutic inter"entions. Then, too, a goodly number of 
such offenders might be considered "normal" in terms of their particular milieux, 
life-styles ODd "alue systems and are not moti"ated for change _ an essential condition of tberapeutic efforts. 

100. More mechanical and sCientific approaches, such as '1>ehaviour 
mOdification" 116/ ha"e been tried, with appropriate adaptations to the prison 
context, for PriSOners who "willingly" Participate in such programmes. The ethiCal 
considerations and inherent limitations, as well as Possibilities, of such 
techniques h'''e been noted 117/ as ha"e the basic conditions required for their 
achie"ing e"en a measure Of ~cess (use of rewards instead of punishments, a 
broader approach than just that of stimUlus and response, etc.), As in the case 
of PSYchotropic drugs - Whose USe on prisoners has been CritiCally e"aluated and 
found to promote addiction and deepen apathy _ Such methods ha"e to be prOperly 
ass ess ed and us ed only un der stri ct me di cal ad"i ce, with the pri s oner 's informed 
consent and in full observance of fundamental human rights. 

101. Essentially, the problem of the residUal prisoner in the prison setting is 
not one of incapacitation or piecemeal attempts at reform, but rather one of 
broader readjustment in a context conduche to learning the SOcial skills which are 

115/ See HorIa Health Organization, "Health aspects of a"Oidable 1llaltreatment 
of prisoners and detainees" (A/CONF .56/9), paper prepared for the Fifth United 
Nations Congress on tbe Pre"ention of Crime and the Treatment of Prisoners. 

116/ M. Milan and J. McKee, "Behaviour mOdification: prinCiples and 
application in corrections", in D. Glaser, ed., HandbOok of CriminOlogy (Chicago, Rand Mcl-Tally, 1974). _ 

117/ See "Protection of the human personality and its physical 
intellectual integrity, in the light Of' ad"ances in biology, medicine and 
bi ochemistry H (EI CI!T .4 III 72 and Add.l and 2). 
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11 negates that o 1 onfinement usua y t fo~ °t living Institut10na COte recourse _ at leas _ 
required for commun:s;n must be maintained as the ult~:e the extent to which it 
process. If the pn easure of its efficacy ':'11 no bole but rather that to 
the moctent - then the m ", endables" from sonety ~s ~_"- of national life, In 
manages to separato; the, e~, them closer to the ma:ns,.eam should be reinforced 

o h 't succeeds 'n bnng' g , 'th the outs,de >TOrld l' f from 
"rh,c" t ts of p:r'soners w, , t Joust as a re 1e 
this connenon, con ac , should be pronded, no t All this means 

f lea"e from '""'son ome of treatmen • 'f and periods o· 0 teg~al part of the prograIl' 0 prison on the baS2S 0' 
o but as an 1n K 10 ng people 1n il hen detentwn, "h ful" places. eep . - b "dan-erous w 

that prisons must ~e i'or o~:habilitation 0': becaus~ t~eia:k :enten~e is likely to their apparent nee 1 tion or expirat10n of t e1_ released after th: comp e 
be counterproduct1ve. 

( ) P o oners i rights 0 

c r,s , 1 recognized,n 
o tant issue that is beco~i?g incr=::~~:c~or:,r balance betveen 102. One highly l.nlpor is the problem of stnbng a s ower of the prison 

correctional pract1cesobOlOties of the prisoner and th: p 118/ The relevance of 
o t nd respons1 1 1 1 0 ate behav1our. __ 0 f lithe the ngh sa, , 'als to contro ,nm , etings in ",ew a 

institution and ,ts off:c, 11 the Regional Preparatory ~o; ular it was noted that 
this issue was stre~~~ ~nt~ imprisonment". 119/ I; pa~~~t of'Prisoners needed to 
otential of ab~se , e d Minimum Rules for the, rea as to whom the emphas,s 

f.
the 

United Nat:ons St~d~r especially for thos~ pr,so~~r~ "the judiciary should be 
be applied and llnPlemenl e ses special problem~ and, a d position!!; and that 

o t and contro po 0 the1r status an 0 0 

on secur, y , decision concern'ng , t those dec,s,ons, fully involved 1n any rantpd the right of appeal a~a1ns 
1i

pr
isoners should be g d b ;n made administratively . 1201 

OIly if these ha e related to the 
espec1a themselves to issues 

o hich countries address the culture and th: legal 
103. The manner 1n W d in large measure. upon I Thus while 1n the 

o hts of prisoners depen s, t d for this purpose. 121 d 'are frequently 
r'g the been crea e '1' the Ombu sman , 
structures tha av untries, the sernces 0, s relating to the", 
Scandinavian ~d other,cOtheir efforts to resol~e ~s~~eg the USSR, the Off'ce of the Ployed by pr1soners 1n 0 list countries, 1nc u 1n em 0 t 122/ in some SOC1a conflnemen , __ 

Ii t o la loro tutela, o 0 tt 0 dei detenu 1 e _ b 0 

o • E. Vetere, III dlrl 1 0 d Un'i ted Nations La' In 
118/ G. d, Genn,:"o ~d, January-February 1975~ an dthe Treatment of , 
--di Studi PenltenzlarJ" the Prevention of Cr1me an 0 ~. Penal. (San Jose, Rassega 1 I stitute for 0'" de la JUSt1C1D. _, o Regiona n en la Administraclon Amerlcan Humanos 

Offenders, Derechos 
1976). 4 

119/ A/CONF.87/BP/4, para. 3. 

-- / a 51 . ht in Prison 120/ A/cONF.87/BP 2, par.. h Institute, Human R1g s 
-- °al Defence Researc 

1211 unittedsNa!!::i~~c(Rome, 1974). , ," Ilardisk Tidssknitt in 
and Independen up d prisons in Scand1navla • 

1I0mbudsmen an 122/ S. Anderson, 4 1978. 
KrimiDal Videnskab, Nos. 3- , . / ... 

:, 
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Prosecutor General . 
1 . ~s vested with th 

app ~cation of law. 1231 I J e responsibility of assuring tl . 
BU1"eau of th '1' ,~ n apan, such a fun t' , le un~form 
CO~issioner= :~~l~~~~ of Justice with the hel; ~~no~:sf~rf~~m~ld b~ the,Liberties 
Council f ' :;-zens of local commun't' .' e :;-v~ L~bert~es 
board; pe~;o;~ec~:m~n~stration ?f jUstice;~w~~~~ ~~ !~gOSlaV~a b~ the.Federal 
the courts have inparab~e funct~ons. In the United St~~r countrles, ~ndependent 
administrative discrea~~ngly been involved in decidin e~ and other countries, 1241 
d Y Application des cr~tlo~~ ,while in various other co g p~~son mat~ers and -----

~~n~~~r and s~perv~=~n~~e ~~i'T;~~~;e:~i~~ag;strato ~t~~;~~g~f=~~:~ i~di~:l;_,/uge 
, commun~ty. 1251 0 sentences ~n institut' 

--- ~ons as well as 

104, Considering that securit 
the correcti 0 1 "y has always been one f t ' . 
is the lack -o~aan a~~~~~~ ~les, and ~hat the main cau~e o~ep~~~or preo?cupations of 
IJrison grievance mech ' ~ ve commun~cation neti-rork betiveen - ,on tens~ons and riots 
and inmates have prov:~~sms t ~nd procedures i·Ti th the equal ;~~:?n~rs ~nd staff 9 1261 
si tuations ~ but also i pa~, ~cularly useful, not only in red ~c:;-pat~on of personnel 
accountability. 1271 n ac ~ng as a parenthetical' system f res~lng of unfair 

--- 0 soclal control and 

105. Access to the law es e ' , 
tremendous effect on th' . P,clally ~n administrative d 
d' , , e prlsoners 1 l' ecisions which may h 
~sclpllnary measures lves such as classifi t' ave a 

from harsh treatment :n~ mat~ers related to release not cal ~on and transfer, 
and humanely. As sU~h ~ sat~sfy society that sente~ces a~~ y pr?tect prisoners 
conceptions on the art t can greatly contribute to chan e ca~r~ed out properly 
prisoners as veIl a~ of a~l those who are involved in ~h att~ tUde~ and 

correctlonal Officers, judges d e c?rrect~onal process: 
an people ~n general. 

y ,
1231 Vladimir K. Svirboul a d V ' " 

!r~?teCU!ioln de la peine pri vati v~ de ai~bre~l~t:' Choupilov 9 "Contrale du 
--"...::.::: ... :..::....!:p~e::n.a , Avril-Juin 1974. e en U.R.S.s.1Y , , procureur Sl11:' 
liexecution de la' ' and Georges Sliwowski liS ,~evue pen~tentiaire ct de 

pe~ne et des autr ' urve~118nce J' d' , 
nouvelle legislation pol ." es mesures privatives d l'b- , u ~c~aire de 

ona~se , loco cit e ~ erte selon la 
1241 . 

- ,--- G. Alpert, Lep,al R' ht 
l.Jex~ngton Books, 1978'. ~ ~g s of Prisoners (Lexin'!ton 

J " ,Massachusetts , 
1~51 See Stanislau' Plawski II 

~? dro~ t compare r;, Revue int ',Le controle judiciaire de I' a ' , 
Magistratura di Sorve I' ernat:;-onal de droit compare I!T 2 ppl~cat~on des peines 

penitenziairio profil,g ~anza e m~sure alternative alla'd to. ~ 1972; and V. Grevi 
~ processuali Ii ' P e enz~one nell i d' , 

momento Storico (Milano G'.".p' , ~n ene e Misure Alternat' Or ~namento 
, ~U.L.Lre, 1977). ~ve nell'attuaJe 

Y)61 A ' . ~ . Cohen, G. Cole and R B ' 
Lex~ngton Books, 1978).' • a~ley, Prison 

1271 
Community 

M. Keating, Prison G ' 
J .=)~~~~r~~~e~v~a~n~c~e~~~1e~c~b~:a~n~i~sm~~ ustice, 1977). 

~ '~>'''"''-~-'''~~'''~'~""<J. ---- ---,--

ViOlence (L ' 
ex~ngton, Massachusetts 

(WaShington. D C , .., Center of 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

106. There is today general agreement that !1penal treatment should be based on 
respect for human dignity". 1281 The United Nations, in the preamble to the Charter, 
reaffirmed its "faith in fundamental human rightsfl and "in the dignity and worth of 
the human personil , HOITever, the conditions of imprisonment in many parts of the 
world, the protracted periods of detention pending trial and tbe high cost of 
imprisonment in both human and material terms, would seem to indicate a serious 
discrepancy between these universal ideals and the reality of penal practice which 
impinges on the realization of the rights inherent in those principles. If justice 
is to be ilthe first virtue of social institutions Ii , 129/ then justice should become 
a more universal basis of penal policy and correctional reform. Justice requires 
the restoration to prisoners of a sense of dignity of which the physical reality of 
incarceration deprives them. 

107. In this perspective, and taking into account the suggestions from the 
discussions of the regional preparatory meetings, some priority areas seem to 
emerge which the Congress may wish to consider for further action and follow-up. 

108. At the national level, increased effol:'ts are required to reduce the number of 
prisoners by providing effective alternatives, more viable options, more hopeful 
devices and to deal more humanely and fairly with those offenders who might remain 
in correctional institutions. Although some progress has been made to retain 
offenders for treatment in the community so th~t their links and productiveness 
within society are not impaired, innovative approaches should be adopted 9 which 
could be adapted to the circumstances of tne various countries, and new modalities 
should be devised by drawing on the local experience and customary practices arid 
tradi'tions. Moreover, practical guidelines for a more effective application of the 
Standard Minimum Rules, particularly with regard to those provisions not requiring 
excessive outlays, are needed, as are policy-oriented studies on ways of 
rationalizing correctional approaches on the basis of the best kno'Yrledge available 
and the increasing emphasis on the observance of fundamental human rights. 

109. At the regional level, the development of an appropriate framework for the 
meaningful exchange of information, on a continuous basis, on the practices adopted 
to date and on their relative success, deserves particular attention. The regional 
approach to this task offers particular promise, given the cOJ~~unality of problems 
and circumstances of countries within the various regions. Intensified activities 
of the regional United Nations institutes in this respect should, therefore, be 
envisaged, as well as a more direct involvement of the Regional Commissions. This 
would include appropriate regional training programmp,s and different kinds of 
action-research and pilot-prOjects, as well as policy planning and implementation. 
The role of the United Nations Social Defence Research Institute in fostering and 
stimulating such activities should be underlined. Globally, policy-oriented studies 

1281 Report of the First International Symposium on Penal Systems, held at 
Havana in November 1979 (E/CN,4/1386). 

129/ J. Ravls, A Theory of Justice (London, Charendon Press, 1972). 
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are also needed on the relative efficacy of different ways of treating different 
categories of offenders~ in the broader cross-cultural and developmental context. 
Behavioural and management studies on the refractory offenders and on ways of 
improving their treatment so as to minimize the loss of human resources should also 
be contemplated. 

110. At the international level. the exchange of experience and expertise among 
correctional administrators, system operators and research experts is crucial; so 
is the possibility of referring to some fundamental norms and guidelines in 
expediting the task of humanizing the 1.,enal system. One quarter of a centurJr hai3 
passed since the adoption of the United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the 
Treatment of Prisoners. Their value has been wliversally recognized by the 
international community~ scientific fora, correctional personnel and prisoners 
alike. 130/ Hovrever ~ times and circumstances have changed and new international 
efforts-are required in this whole area, as the survey on the implementation of 
the Standard l1inimum Rules clearly shows (see A/CONF.87/11). In particular, it 
seems that there is general agreement, which started to errerge during the previous 
Congresses, on the following propositions: 

(a) The rules need a commentary which would help in interpreting the 
Qifferent provisions in the light of the socio·-economic realities of the various 
regions. 

(b) The rules require more effective implementation procedures. This has been 
noted on several occasions by the General Assembly and strongly underlined by many 
Bember States in their anSvlers to the current inquiry. The procedures drafted by 
the Committee on Crime Prevention and Control for this purpose as contained in the 
annex to document A/CONF.87/11 constitute a basis for further action in this field. 

(c) International standards for the treatment of offenders in the community 
need to be developed. 

Ill. 'fhroughout, the inherent links between the offenders and the community from 
,rhich they stem must be recognized and maintained, and the various means of 
retaining and restoring them must be explored, including better co-ordination and 
more effective co-operation bet't'reen correctional systems and social services. The 
principles contained in document A/CONF.87/12 should provide a basis for the 
appropriate linlcages in this regard. 

112. In addition, as the inquiry on the implementation of the Standard Minimum Rules 
Rules indicates, technical assistance and interregional ae,visory services should 
be provided in order to practically sustain efforts to achieve positive changes and 
reforms. Research and evaluation, especially of a cross-cultural, comparative 
nature, is of particular relevance in this regard. 

130/ IiLas Reglas Minimas son, hasta ahora, el momento culminante de la 
internacionalizacion en materia ejecutiva penal, no obstante su carencia de fuerza 
vinculante. Fruto de larga y minuciosa elaboracion, las partes de que se componen 
son 1 todavia, la mejor revision organica del regimen penitenciario. Ademas, han 
tenido el acierto de saberse adjustables a las exigencias de medias diferentes." 
S. Garcia Ramirez~ La Prision) Fondo de Cultura Economica) Universidad Nacional 
Aut6nomia de Mexico, 1975. 
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